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July 13, 2002

Ms. Rebecca Wolf

Director of Charter School Accountability
Massachusetts Department of Education
Charter School Office
350 Main Street
Malden, MA 02148-5023

Dear Ms. Wolf:

Enclosed you will find our 2001/2002 Annual Report. This was our seventh year
of operation. Enrollment has declined slightly, which is not surprising as our
academic program has solidified and our high school now has a number of
students who have been with SSCS for several years.  These experienced SSCS
students are fully immersed in our culture and understand our rigorous
graduation standards. Some grades continue to have wait lists. We expect that
enrollment will improve all around next year, as a positive outcome of efforts to
improve the school’s academics while reinforcing our unique culture.

We have been actively participating in the Massachusetts Charter School
Association, and were honored at the annual meeting when our Primary
Headmaster, Robin Coyne, was elected to their Board. SSCS has been selected
annually to share Best Practices at the Massachusetts Charter School
Convention.  This year, SSCS received many honors, as detailed on page 9.  In
particular, two teachers were awarded Best Innovation Fellowships: Gene Stein
for his Classical Guitar Project and Rick Small for his Poetry Slam. Lisa Berman
also received a grant for her “Fitness without Facilities” program.

Over the last year, members of the Board and Administration underwent
training sessions to better understand our roles as set out in the draft DOE
“Blue Book”.  Using the Blue Book, we outlined our Roles and Responsibilities;
this outline is included in the “Addendum” section of this annual report.  Board
training included sessions at the Pioneer Institute and the Massachusetts
Charter School Association Convention. In addition, a draft Crisis Management
Program has been developed, which will be finalized and personnel trained
during 2002/2003.

Our greatest challenge over the past year has been functioning without an
Executive Director. We have gone through two searches, and we are pleased that
our new Executive Director will be starting August 1, 2002. The lack of an
Executive Director has hampered our efforts on a number of fronts; however,
both the Administration and Board of Trustees worked together to lessen the
impact. Our leadership team included Robin Coyne, Primary Headmaster; Tim
MacKenzie, Secondary Headmaster; Elaine French, Special Education
Administrator, Maureen Gaughan, Special Education Manager/ Student
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Services Director; and Joanne Sanders, Financial Director. When our Secondary Headmaster
resigned in May, our Assistant Secondary Headmaster, Kathleen Aicardi, ably stepped in and
provided a seamless transition to end the school year. An experienced SSCS administrator.
Kathleen will continue to fill this role while a search is in progress. All of our administrators and
teachers pulled together admirably during the time that our Primary Headmaster, Robin Coyne,
was absent on leave.

From an operational standpoint, we have made significant progress in building our cash reserve,
which strengthens our financials by decreasing the use of our line of credit. This past year was
the first year that we did not need to use our line of credit for our cash flow.  As our financial
auditors told us in our audit review, our performance was “commendable”.

Thanks to our improved financials and some tough decisions based on organizational
benchmarking, we were able finally to provide significant raises and a structure to ensure
improved teacher compensation over the coming years. After a year of data collection and
countless Finance Committee meetings with all parties, a grid-style of compensation for our
teachers was adopted.  We have also adopted a supplemental plan that is tied to our FTE
enrollment and our per pupil revenue.  We will continue to improve the compensation of our
valuable teachers in the future years.

To increase teacher compensation, all aspects of the school operation were reviewed and
benchmarked.  As a result, a re-organization of our business office was approved for the year
2002/2003.  This will result in savings, as well as the potential for additional consulting or part-
time expertise in strategic financial/facilities administration, human resources, technical
infrastructure, and financial management.

Cash reserves will help us in our efforts to improve facilities, but because our charter period is
only five years, long-term borrowing may be hampered. Long-term amortization is needed to
fund proper facilities long-term. This past year, the Board participated in workshops and
training in facilities and financing, with the expectation of putting the training and the contacts
to good use in the near future.

The very positive site visit report is included in the Addendum.  This report resoundingly
affirms SSCS’s successes with strong, affirmative answers to the key questions: is the academic
program a success, is the school a viable organization, and is the school faithful to the terms of
its charter.

Next year, the Board will continue to concentrate on development and facilities while we benefit
from having a new Executive Director in place. We have a talented administration, excellent
faculty and staff, strong financials with strict controls, and a school community that is
committed to the success of the South Shore Charter School.

Sincerely,

Roberta Nelson Shea
Chair, SSCS Board of Trustees

PO Box 490
Marshfield Hills, MA 02051
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

South Shore Charter School
Primary School: K-7
( 781.925.1689
fax: 781.925.9830

2 A Street
Hull, Massachusetts 02045

www.sscs-ma.org

Secondary School: 8-12
( 781.925.2225

fax: 781.925.9560

School
Public Charter School
Enrollment: 353 total, 89 in high school

CEEB Code Number: 22192
Length of School Year: 189 days, 2 semesters

Anticipated 2002 Graduating Class: 9 High School Teacher/Student Ratio: 1/12

Community
The South Shore Charter School (SSCS) enrolls more than 350 students in a comprehensive K-12 college
preparatory program of project-based education. The school is divided into two divisions, Primary and
Secondary. The Primary is subdivided into three multi-age levels: I (K-2), II (3-4), and III (5-7) utilizing
E.D. Hirsch’s Core Knowledge Sequence. The Secondary consists of two multi-age levels: Level IV (8-10),
and Level V ( 11-12). SSCS draws students from more than twenty diverse communities, with half coming
from Hull and considerable representation from Cohasset, Hingham, Marshfield, Scituate, and Weymouth.

Staff
Executive Director: Position Vacant – search in progress

Special Education Administrator: Elaine French, M.Ed.
Manager of Student Services: Maureen Gaughan, M.S.

Head of Primary: Robin Coyne, M.Ed. Head of Secondary: Timothy MacKenzie, J.D.
Assistant Head/Guidance Counselor: Kathleen Aicardi, M.Ed.Level Coordinators: Ted Hirsch (I: K-2), Emily

Hamilton (II: 3-4), and Lisa Berman (III: 5-7) Secondary Curriculum Coordinator: Lara Antkowiak, M.Ed.

Class Rank and Ranking: Due to small class size, we do not rank students. Grading is shown below

A+ 97 to 100 4.33 B+ 87 to 89 3.33 C+ 77 to 79 2.33
A 93 to 96 4.00 B 83 to 86 3.00 C 73 to 76 2.00
A 90 to 92 3.67 B 80 to 82 2.67 C 70 to 72 1.67

Incomplete or F
0 to 69

Graduation Requirements
In addition to achieving a passing grade (C or better) in our established core curriculum, each SSCS Level V graduate
will accomplish the following: meet project goals and present two Exhibitions of Mastery related to their project;
achieve a Grade Equivalent of 11.0 on CAT Level 20 total Math and total Reading (students graduating before 2003);
meet MCAS graduation requirements (class of 2003); present a portfolio; complete 75 hours of community service
over two years; achieve a grade of C or better in at least one pre-approved three-credit course at an accredited college
or university for each year at Level V; attain a g rade C o r better in a formal debate; and attain Microsoft User
Certification.

College Admission Test Scores:  Percent of 2002 Class Seniors taking SAT test: 90% (8 students)
S.A.T Verbal Math
200-299 - -
300-399 - -
400-499 - 37%
500-599 25% 50%
600-699 50% 13%
700-799 25% -
Score Mean 645 541 Combined: 1186
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College Attendance
Placement 1999 class total: 6 2000 class total: 9 2001 class total: 16

4 Year College or University 50% (3 students) 44% (4 students) 63% (10 students)
2 Year College 33% (2 students) 56% (5 students) 31% (5 students)

College Acceptances
American University, Bowdoin, Eugene Lang, Fisher, Fordham, Hessor, Hofstra, Lesley, Marymount
Manhattan, Massasoit, Northeastern, Regis, Sage, Salem State, Simmons, SUNY Oswego, SUNY
Stonybrook, UMass Amherst, UMass Boston, UMass Dartmouth, Wentworth, and Wheelock

Special Curriculum Features
PROJECTS: SSCS is committed to project-based, experiential learning where students are involved in the life of the
larger community and perform meaningful work that has academic and social utility. Project based learning fosters our
mission of promoting initiative, critical thinking, teamwork and leadership. The projects themes are as follows:
International Relations, Environment, and Community Development. Components of the projects are entrepreneurship,
communication, technology, and community service. Here is a brief description of some of the projects offered:

Level I
COMMUNITY BUILDING: Students develop an understanding that there are needs in the community and are empowered
to meet these needs in a variety of ways.

THE GARDEN PROJECT: Students design and maintain three gardens at A Street.

Level II
THE GREEN TEAM: The goal of the project is to lessen the environmental impact of SSCS. They focus on solid waste
and air pollution, learn about causes and solutions, and educate others.

Level III
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Helps students understand that all people have human rights as defined by the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Students disseminate this message through SSCS and beyond.

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION: Students develop educational materials on the local flora and fauna, recycling and
are producing a commercial for the New England Wildlife Center.

STORE/PRODUCTION COMPANY: Students operate a school store open daily. They handle every aspect of the operation.
Students also produce a weekly news program for the Level.

Level IV & V
CLASSICAL GUITAR PROJECT: Students learn classical and acoustic guitar as well as music theory, music history, and
Italian Language skills. They travel to Italy to study with the world-famous classical guitarist, Aldo Minella.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES PROJECT: Students explore teaching English as a Second Language. This project offers
opportunities for international travel and works closely with Showa Institute (a Japanese Academy).

WORLD BUILD PROJECT: Students work with Habitat for Humanity to build houses for families in need locally as well
as in El Salvador. They focus on Latin American History and Spanish Language. Students produce a video
documentary.

Here are a few of the Awards and Recognitions received by our students and staff:
♦ June Fontaine's Level I class was featured in an article in Habitat for Humanity's quarterly newsletter.
♦ Level II students worked with Habitat for Humanity
♦ Julia Silzer’s Level III Aids Walk Team 7727 earned the most money of any school in the state.
♦ Level III School Store and Social Competency Projects featured in articles published in national publications
♦ SSCS took 1st place for third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in the Speaking American, public speaking contest.
♦ Robin Coyne, Ted Hirsch, Claire Overlee, and Julia Silzer were selected to present at the National Core Knowledge

Convention.
♦ Ted Hirsch, Cyndi Connolly, Rick Small, Roberta Shea and Edward Gotgart were selected to present at the

Massachusetts Charter School Association Best Practices 2000 conference.
♦ The Massachusetts Charter School Association awarded Best 2000-2001 Innovation Practice Fellowships to Gene

Stein (Classical Guitar Project) and Rick Small (Poetry Slam).
♦ SSCS was selected to be eligible as a Massachusetts Compass School for its MCAS improvements.
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MISSION AND MODEL SUMMARY

South Shore Charter School Mission

To provide each student with an education which fosters initiative, critical thinking,
leadership, teamwork, and communication; to promote life skills for individual
achievement in education, career, community, and life; and to disseminate our model of
education across Massachusetts.

Five Elements of the SSCS Model
1. Academic courses complemented by project-based learning

2. Multi-age classes and low student/teacher ratios providing personalized guidance

3. Partnerships of students, parents, and faculty in school’s governance

4. Opportunities for parents, students and partners to serve the school community
and beyond

5. Extensive access to technology for student learning

Goals

• Improved student learning through experiential projects and academic courses

• Student-focused and student-centered governance and learning processes

• Extensive parent and community involvement

• A positive culture of mutual respect and esteem for learning

Project Themes

• International Relations

• Environment

• Community Development

Project Components

• Entrepreneurship

• Communication

• Technology

• Community Service
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SCHOOL PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO THE
ACCOUNTABILITY PLAN

Summary of Performance Relative to
Student and School Accountability Objectives

South Shore Charter School completed a seven-year site visit inspection in May 2002.
The visiting team reported that the academic program is a success and that student
performance improved or was persistently strong. Our charter was renewed in January
of 2000. We are now in the second year of the new accountability plan, which was
adopted in response to the recommendations of the renewal team. Using our mission
statement, the five elements of the SSCS model and renewal recommendations, a plan
was developed by which to assess student and school performance while still reflecting
the founding goals of the school.

SSCS uses a combination of internal and external assessments to measure accountability
goals. The internal measures include all schoolwide satisfaction survey results, student
grades, student portfolios, Exhibitions of Mastery, and Exit Standard requirements. The
external assessments to measure accountability goals include longitudinal standardized
test data and analysis (Terra Nova), Site Visit Reports and MCAS data. The following
outlines our Accountability Plan goals and objectives, and a description of our progress
on the plan follows.

Summary of Accountability Goals

I. Student Performance:
Is the Academic Program a Success?

a. Students will demonstrate essential skills in initiative, critical thinking,
teamwork, and communication.

b. Students will demonstrate mastery of essential academic skills.

c. Students will demonstrate active engagement in their education.

II. School Performance:
Is the School Faithful to the Terms of its Charter?

a. SSCS provides a balanced project and academic schedule.

b. SSCS promotes respectful culture and family partnership.

c. SSCS actively seeks to disseminate its model.

III. Viability:
Is the School a Viable Organization?

SSCS demonstrates itself to be a viable organization.
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2001/2002 Performance in Relation to Accountability Goals

I. Student Performance

a. Students will demonstrate essential skills in initiative, critical thinking,
teamwork and communication.

SSCS believes project-based learning provides the perfect vehicle for student
achievement by teaching important life skills. We have developed clear criteria that all
project leaders must follow. Project management forms monitor the quality of each
project.

SSCS is able to internally measure a student's achievement by reviewing each Level's
exit standard checklist and end of the year performance form. Level Coordinators and
Project Leaders must submit data that detail student exhibitions as well as leadership
opportunities. These also provide data on SSCS student's participation in project
learning.

Satisfaction surveys provide additional information.

In Level I, 100% of students exiting the level demonstrated proficiency in
communication skills by completing their exhibitions of mastery. In Levels II and III,
100% met this goal. In Levels IV and V, 85% met the exhibition of mastery goal. One
hundred percent of Level V students participated in a debate and met the
communications proficiency goal through that medium.

In our recent project survey, 87% of the respondents strongly agreed or agreed that the
projects develop teamwork and communication skills, and 77% agreed that projects
provide opportunities for student leadership and initiative, respectively. The students
also agreed or strongly agreed, by 44% and 39% respectively, that their project offers
initiative opportunities; 46% agreed and 31% strongly agreed it offers opportunities for
leadership. Eighty-seven percent agreed that their project promotes teamwork, and 75%
agreed their project includes critical thinking. Seventy-three percent of students agreed
that their project taught communication skills.

The SSCS model element, “Academic courses complemented by project-based learning”,
is the means of meeting this performance goal. Project learning at SSCS is unusually
experiential and reflective of life skills and real world principles. Students repeatedly
exhibit strong leadership and teamwork skills during afternoon project periods.
Students work collaboratively to accomplish yearlong and multi-year tasks of
considerable significance for the school and its clients. Although the total number of
projects has decreased with curriculum redesign, the organization and execution of
remaining projects is strong. Students must complete all project requirements and
present exhibitions of mastery related to their project work in order to meet our exit
standards. There are currently 22 projects offered at SSCS. (For more information on
project-based learning, see School Profile on page 15.)
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b. Students will demonstrate mastery of essential academic skills.

Exit standards have provided the school with consistent enforcement of promotional
standards. As we mature, we continue to improve or better clarify existing standards.
During the 2001/2002 school year, SSCS completed the process of Exit Standard
revision. Level V was completed and voted into policy in January 2001. All changes were
reviewed and voted by the Education Committee, student groups, faculty, and our
parent group. Lastly, it was recommended to the Board of Trustees, who voted to
approve the revision.   Sixty percent of survey respondents agreed that these standards
clearly communicate a minimum competency for promotion and graduation. Standards
at all levels now include both course and project completion requirements, external
assessment minimum scores, community service, portfolios of exemplary work across
the curriculum and technology competencies. (For more information about Exit
Standards, see Addendum: Exit Standards on page 57.)

In Level I, 84% met the requirement of making progress toward and meeting minimum
benchmarks. Of the 16% (six students), three had IEPs and the other three are currently
enrolled in our remedial summer program. In Level II, 90% and in Level III, 97% of
students met the exit standard of achieving a passing grade in course work. In Level IV,
67% met this standard. Achievement improved in Level V as 100% of our students met
this graduation standard.

For the portfolio requirement, 100% of Level I, 100% of Level II and 80% of Level III
met the exit standard. In the Secondary division, 80% of Level IV students satisfactorily
completed the portfolio and 100% of Level V students did so.

In completion of community service requirements, 100% of Level I students, 100% of
Level II students and 91% of Level III students met the requirement. At the Secondary
division, 56% of Level IV students satisfactorily completed the community service
standard, and 69% of Level V students did so.

Scoring rubrics and competencies have been developed to clarify the exit criteria, and
vertical work continues to improve the consistency of internal scoring and benchmarks
throughout the levels. Faculty Year-End Data reports were developed and implemented
this year. These reports now provide a more detailed accounting on student progress in
meeting each Exit Standard.

The Core Knowledge Sequence provides a richly detailed curriculum, and its correlation
to the MA frameworks provides a developmental framework for Grades K-7. The
primary faculty have developed additional benchmarks in literacy. SSCS was again
awarded a grant for its full-day kindergarten program. With this allocation, SSCS Level I
faculty continues to work towards NAEYC accreditation.

The secondary level has developed a sequence of core courses that are aligned with the
Massachusetts curriculum frameworks. The secondary faculty continues to work on
documentation of the curriculum with consistent internal assessments and benchmarks.
A new portfolio review process has been developed to assess student work across the
curriculum, in order to determine whether a student is ready to progress to Level V or to
graduate. This process has helped the faculty develop high standards for work in each
content area.
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Starting in first grade, students take the Terra Nova standardized test once a year as well
as any state mandated testing. The level coordinators and testing coordinator analyze
and track individual results. Areas of strength and weakness are identified in the fall and
tracked year to year. This data is shared with each student’s teacher. Both parents and
teachers receive copies of the Individual Student Report provided by the scoring division
of Terra Nova.

SSCS’s ambitious program of standardized testing enables us to externally monitor the
results of our innovative mixture of best instructional practices. The California
Achievement Test 5th edition (CAT5) was administered every fall and spring to every
grade for the first five years. As the Commonwealth’s MCAS exams in the spring have
expanded to include testing in all grades for grades from 3 through 10, we reduced the
CAT5 testing to just once a year beginning in the fall of 2000. In fall of 2001 we were
forced to change to the Terra Nova as the CAT5 norming period had expired.

The second element of the SSCS model, “multi-age classes and low student/teacher
ratios providing personalized guidance,” contributes significantly to our students’
success.

SSCS maintains a classroom student-to-teacher ratio of no more than 18 students to one
teacher. By doing so, we are able to provide a varied and complete approach to student
guidance and accountability. Eighty-five percent of survey respondents agreed or
strongly agreed that our student/teacher ratio supported student learning.

Because of the low ratios and the long-term relationships developed through multi-age
groupings, SSCS is able to provide significant individual data to the parent, the teacher
and the student. This provides an objective combination of narrative, internal, and
external measures to allow a fuller analysis of an individual’s achievement.

In our most recent survey of the school community, 70% of the respondents agreed that
SSCS provides a quality curriculum, and 85% strongly agreed or agreed that the 18:1
student/teacher ratio supports learning. In a recent SSCS Student Project Survey, 88%
of students agreed or strongly agreed that their project is educational.

Another element from the SSCS model, “Extensive access to technology for student
learning”, gives our students the tools they need to achieve their best results. SSCS is
committed to providing our students excellent access to technology. We believe
technology offers extensive support in both our course work and in our project work. In
our year-end school community survey, 75% of our respondents said they agreed or
strongly agreed that at SSCS technology supports student learning (computers,
software, website, phones, etc.) In a recent SSCS Student Project Survey, 59% of
students agreed that computers help them learn more about their project.

Level III, IV and V grade reports are now computerized, using THINKWAVE, an
electronic online grading system. This program allows parents and students secure
online access to their grades as students progress through a marking period. This access
provides parents with the ability to support students in making individual improvement,
not at the end of a reporting cycle, but throughout the quarter.
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c. Students will demonstrate that they are
actively engaged in their education.

SSCS is very responsive to the needs of our students. We encourage our faculty to attend
workshops and training that help them better reach students with a variety of learning
styles. Listed is a partial list of the training programs in which our faculty participated
over the last school year. In a recent SSCS Student Project Survey, 65% agreed that they
were able to pick a project that interested them, and 52% agreed that projects were one
of the key reasons they chose to come to this school. The same survey showed that 60%
of students agreed or strongly agreed that projects encourage them to learn more.

Curriculum Instruction: English Language Arts

• Collins Writing Program

• Southeastern MA Consortium Workshops on Rubric Development

• Kindergarten Conference

• Core Knowledge Curriculum Development

• Using the Arts to Teach

• Wilson Reading

• Reading Across the Curriculum

Social Skills/Classroom Management

• Open Circle (a social competency program)

• Kindergarten Conference

• Off-Site Classroom Observations

Math

• IMP Math

• Everyday Math

Special Education

• Restraint Training

• Autism

• Differentiating Instruction

• MCAS Alternate Assessments

Technology and Science

• Web Page Maker

• Massachusetts Technology Conference

• MAST Conference

SSCS believes students remain more engaged in their education if our faculty have the
tools to teach better. Eighty percent of our survey respondents felt that our teachers'
abilities to diversify instruction aided in student engagement. Professional development
supports student learning and engagement, and SSCS will continue to support teachers
in this area. SSCS spent $20,584 on fees for external workshop salaries. We provide an
additional six days for in-house professional development adding approximately
$32,000 to our professional development costs. This averages out to approximately
$160 per student spent on professional development.
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Our average daily attendance rates for the school year 2001/2002 were 95% for our full-
day kindergarten and 91% for grades 1 - 12. This is a strong indicator of student
engagement.

SSCS offers students a diverse choice of projects. We find this innovative practice acts as
a motivation for many of our less enthusiastic students to improve their attendance.
Students often cite projects as the reason they wish to attend SSCS. Seventy-two percent
of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed that projects motivate students to learn.
As we are a school of choice, students usually are involved in the decision process of
whether or not to enroll in SSCS. By being involved and vested in this choice, students
are often more engaged simply because they have chosen to attend the South Shore
Charter School.

II. School Performance

a. SSCS provides a balanced project and academic schedule.

Over the seven years SSCS has operated, the balance of project and academics has
evolved. Initially, the school used projects to deliver curriculum. SSCS now uses a more
traditional course of study, which it complements with projects that bring our mission to
life. SSCS offers a 189-day school year and 1,228.5 instructional hours at our secondary
level, exceeding state-mandated hours by 238 hours. Our primary school operates for
992 hours, exceeding state-mandated hours by 48 hours. Additional hours give SSCS the
liberty to offer projects without sacrificing traditional course work. Students spend two
to five hours a week on projects. Their community service requirement must take place
outside of school hours, adding another five to forty hours per year to student learning.
SSCS is clearly committed to being a Massachusetts public school and being responsive
to the Massachusetts curriculum as outlined in the frameworks. Ninety percent of our
survey respondents felt SSCS provided a balanced academic and project learning
environment.

SSCS also has developed Exit Standards that define minimum requirements for
promotion. These standards clearly articulate a balanced program with accountability.
(For more information, see Addendum: Exit Standards on page 57.)

SSCS provides an educational program that meets all applicable statutory and
regulatory requirements of a Massachusetts public school.

b. SSCS promotes respectful culture and family partnership.

SSCS makes every effort to be open and respectful to our community. We communicate
school events regularly through a weekly newsletter which 69% of the survey
respondents found valuable. Parents are welcomed into the school and the classroom
almost without exception. We view our relationship with our parents as a partnership
and believe that each parent is the student's most important teacher. To this end we
provide support to all parents , such as a transparent curriculum (Core Knowledge) and
homework requirements that are clearly articulated and often posted. Kindergartners
through sixth graders are provided copies of the Core Knowledge Sequence to bridge the
gap between school and home. Many parents have found this a valuable self-education
tool as well as a means to stay involved in their children's education.
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According to our seven-year site visit, “parents feel like they are partners in the
education of their children.” Parents attending the focus group explained that they “felt
welcomed and appreciated the frequent communication with the school.” Parents
praised the attention teachers provided their children. Parents are actively engaged and
involved in numerous aspects of the school. For example, they are involved in the search
for a new Executive Director, they participate in hiring decisions, and they volunteer in
classrooms.

In Levels I, II and III, parents participate in an individual goal-setting meeting each Fall
with their child’s primary teacher. School and home goals are formally outlined for the
year. Exit Standards are reviewed during this meeting. Competency-based progress
reports are completed three times per year, and academic warnings are set out between
trimesters. Parents and teachers set up conferences as needed during the year. Teachers
also have individual voice mail and e-mail through which parents may contact them
during off-hours. Our special education staff meets with all teaching faculty in August,
and as needed, to review students on Individual Education Plans (IEPs). Parents may
also select a teacher for their child and serve on the search committees for hiring new
teachers.

In Levels IV and V, students take on a more significant role in developing their
educational plan. Students meet each day with their advisor. These meetings help
establish daily schedules, course selection, dual enrollment, the college application
process and exit standard deadlines. Twice per year (once each semester), students work
with their advisors on their own individualized Student Success Plan. During this time
students review their scores from standardized testing, review completed coursework,
reflect on their accomplishments and set goals for their academic success.

The element from the SSCS model, “Partnerships of students, parents, and faculty in
school’s governance,” further enhances the school mission of promoting a mutually
respectful culture and a responsive family partnership. A Board of Trustees governs
South Shore Charter School. The board is a model for partnership between students,
parents and faculty. Its eleven members include six members who are parents of current
SSCS students, one who is parent of an SSCS graduate, and one whose child was
previously an SSCS student, two ex-officio members who are current faculty, and one
elected student member. In addition to the board, parents and faculty have numerous
ways in which they can be involved in school governance. (See Governance page 25.)

Both the primary and secondary divisions of SSCS have school councils that include
both faculty and parent representation in equal numbers.  The purpose of the councils is
to work through differences between the parents, as a whole, and the administration.
For example, if the All Parents Union votes for a particular program or activity and the
administration rejects it, this difference would go to the council to discuss the issue and
determine a compromise. The secondary council also includes student representation.
These councils give direct input to the board during their allotted time at the board’s
monthly meeting.  Parent representatives of the councils are nominated and voted on by
the All Parents Union. This organization was established and is run by the parents of the
entire school community. The faculty on the councils are nominated and voted on by the
faculty. A representative from the Faculty and Staff Association (F.A.S.A.) has an agenda
spot at all board meetings. Students also elect representatives to student government
and a judicial council.
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All elected bodies share power in the school and are usually involved in key
administrative decisions. By a two-thirds vote, the respective councils also possess veto
power over a decision by the Executive Director. SSCS is a democratic school and all
parties are invested in important decisions. A formal policy on the SSCS communication
process has been voted and approved. In our year-end survey, 70% of the respondents
agreed that we have a viable democratic model.  (For more information, see Addendum:
Communication Process on page 94.)

SSCS provides many “opportunities for parents, students and partners to serve the
school community and beyond.” Every student at SSCS from kindergarten through high
school serves the community in some developmentally appropriate way. Most of the
projects at SSCS have a community service aspect. Level I students perform service
primarily for the school community. As students move up through the levels, their
service commitment takes on a wider scope, serving local and international
communities. There is also a community service exit standard, which requires a
minimum number of community service acts or hours be completed outside of school
hours for each level. Parents and faculty have established a Community Service
Committee.

SSCS has also created opportunities for the outside community to serve us. Elders from
our local senior center serve our school. After completing literacy training, they tutor
once a week in our primary school throughout the year.

In order to reach out to the larger community, SSCS works both formally and informally
with the following organizations:

• AIDS Action Committee

• Anti-Defamation League

• Core Knowledge Foundation

• Friends of Holly Hill Farm

• Habitat for Humanity

• Home for Little Wanderers

• Hull Animal Rescue League

• Hull Conservation Commission

• Hull Council on Aging

• Hull Public Schools

• New England Aquarium

• New England Wildlife Center

• Orphanage in Bolivia

• Project Bread

• Showa Institute

• Speaking America

• UNICEF

• Vikramshila Education Resource Society

• WellSpring

• Youth Ventures, Inc.
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Parents may also serve their school by participating in one of our non-governance
committees. These committees have been instrumental in improving the quality of all
aspects of the school. Many of their recommendations have helped shape school policy.
See Governance on page 27 for a list of these committees and groups.

In our year-end satisfaction survey, 85% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed
that SSCS provides families with opportunities for governance and volunteering, and
72% were satisfied with their own level of involvement with the school. Parents in the
primary school put countless hours into direct classroom volunteering, acting as aides
and recess volunteers, collating book orders, organizing pod (class) parties, chaperoning
field trips, providing reading tutorials, presenting as guest speakers, teaching on craft
days, providing staff appreciation lunches, judging exhibitions of mastery and much
more.

c. SSCS actively seeks to disseminate model

The site visit team reported another aspect of the mission calls for “dissemination of
SSCS educational model across Massachusetts”. As stated earlier SSCS has worked
diligently to disseminate its model. Students are particularly involved in the
dissemination.

Faculty Presentations and Dissemination Activities

• South Shore Charter School: Parent and Community Education
Ted Hirsch and Maureen Gaughan:
Learning to Read, A Phonemic Approach

• Core Knowledge National Conference
Ted Hirsch: Teaching Every Child to Read

• National Association of Charter School Authorizers Study
Robin Coyne, interviewed for this study on Accountability Protocol

• MA Charter School Association
Robin Coyne, Board member
Timothy MacKenzie, Board member

• Portland, ME, Reading Panel
Ted Hirsch: The National Symposium on Reading Instruction

• Mystic Valley River Charter School
Lisa Berman and Ted Hirsch, Consultants:
Improving Instruction Using Core Knowledge

• School for Integrated Academics and Technologies
Robin Coyne and Tim MacKenzie, consultants for MA Charter School Authorizing

• MA Department of Education
Robin Coyne: Panel Reviewer for new charter applications
Volunteer for Accountability Site Visits

• Southeastern Charter School Consortium
Velma Begley: Technology Presentation

• Lesley College:
Karen Yelin: Practicum Supervisor for student teacher

• MGH Institute of Health Professions:
Courtney Beckerman: Supervisor for graduate teacher

• Cambridge College:
Robin Coyne: Supervisor for principal practicum
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• Orton Gillingham Reading Program
Maureen Gaughan: Site Supervisor for four students completing
Orton Gillingham practicum

• Special Education Program
Elaine French: Lead workshop on differentiating instruction to improve and enhance
inclusion efforts

• Massachusetts Charter School Association Annual Conference
Rick Small: The Poetry Slam Team at the South Shore Charter School

• Exemplary Whole School Model Dissemination Program
Rick Small: The History of South Shore Charter School

• Cambridge College Graduate Program
Dan Faulkner: Presentations on Charter School Application Process

• Presentation on Charter School Governance Procedures
MA Charter School Associations Best Practices Fellowship

• Massachusetts Charter School Association Grant:
Lisa Berman: Fitness without Facilities

• Mark Veader: World Build Project

• Lara Antkoviak: International Perspectives Project

• Lesley University Graduate Program
Amy Huff: Presentation on Projects at South Shore Charter School

• Best Innovation Practice Fellowships Awards:
Gene Stein: Classical Guitar Project
Rick Small: Poetry Slam

Board of Trustee’s Presentations and Dissemination Activities

• DOE Meetings: Three hearings at the State House, two meetings about the draft
“Blue Book”

• Massachusetts Charter School Association Activities: Meetings to share best
practices, share concerns, share needs for further information and help, responding
to questionnaires, and recommending staff for Board consideration

• Pioneer Institute Training Sessions: Board Function, Board Training, Long Term
Strategy, Foundations,

• Pioneer Institute Meetings and Sharing of Policies, Practices, Contacts, and
Understandings with other charter schools (multiple sessions including one with new
charter schools)

• Cooperative Meetings with other charter schools to share issues and concerns of both
the Board and the Administration: Rising Tide, BFCCS, Match, etc…

• Cooperative Exchange of Practices: Personnel Policies, Compensation Policies, and
Organizational Structures plus SSCS consolidation of information and dissemination

• Cooperative Exchange of Infrastructure: Personnel, HR and Management Database
and Knowledge Software, Student Information/Demographics, and Student
Performance Records databases, management and software

• Interviews with the Press: Boston, Points South, The Boston Globe, The Patriot
Ledger, Hull Times, and the Mariner newspapers

• Online exchange of information via web-based organizations and list serves

• National Association of Retired Executives

• South Shore Chamber of Commerce
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Educators or Community Members Who Have Formally Visited

• Michael Hazelton School for Integrated Academics and Technologies

• Lawrence Family Day Charter School Dissemination Project

• Joanne Rose, Hull Recycling Station

• Norwell Science Center representatives

• Garrett Bradley, State Representative

• Alan Safran, Senior Associate Commissioner for Student Achievement, MA

• Greg Mertz, New England Wildlife Executive Director

• Patricia Place: Principal Alternate Middle School, Nashua, NH, Public School District

• Mr. Garneau, Director of Corporate and Foundations
for Home for Little Wanderers

• Shubhra Vikramshila, Director Vikramshila Education Resource Society,
Kolkata, India

• Dr. Shelley Brown, Author

• Frank H. White, Chair Trustees Friends of Holly Hill Farm

• Jason Vieaux, classical guitarist

Student Presentations and Dissemination Activities

• Paragon magazine, a student produced local newspaper distributed throughout the
South Shore

• The GuideBook Publication, distributed throughout the South Shore via local real
estate agents

• Southeastern Massachusetts Charter School Consortium: Communication Festival

• Student Project presentations at public Board of Trustees meetings

• Sevens Program, New England Wildlife curriculum collaboration and pilot

• Participation in AIDS Walk, Biodiversity Days, Coast Sweep,
and No Place for Hate

• Web pages on Project Learning linked to SSCS website

• Trick or Treat for Unicef

• Checks presentation to Home for Little Wanderers and Hull Animal Rescue

• MLK Day Bridge Dedication in Hull

• Mother’s Day Student Art Show held in the Mary Jeannette Murray Bathhouse, Hull

• Nantasket Beach Boardwalk banners, designed by SSCS students and bearing the
SSCS name, displayed throughout Hull

• Partnership with Holly Hill Farm in Cohasset

• Classical guitar performances, off-site and open to the public

• Solicitation of Yearbook and Paragon ads from local merchants

• Holiday Food Baskets for the needy

• Exhibition of Mastery Nights

• Book Drive throughout the community for the children of Uganda

• Volunteer work at Showna Institute
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Media Dissemination Activity

• Hull Times
“Presentation of Check to Home for Little Wanderers”
“SSCS Graduation”
“Beautiful Celebrity Falls in Love with Hull”
Regular Board meeting coverage
Monthly Event Calendar
Twice-monthly event and agenda update from the Board

• The Patriot Ledger:
“ Secrets of Musical Success”
“ Guitarist Hits Right Note at SSCS”
Twice-monthly event and agenda update from the Board

• Points South:
feature article on SSCS model, “Not Your Parents’ Public School”

• The Boston Globe interviews:
“The Debate for the Longer School Year”

• SSCS website and posting of weekly updates, Board Meeting agendas, and Board
Meeting minutes

• Distribution of two cases of the
Massachusetts DOE Charter School Initiative book

• Distribution of the 2001 Annual Report

• Participation in External Surveys

• Press releases of events and activities throughout the year

• NPR:  Interview at Secondary School on 9/11

• Participation in National Charter School Week

• A series of Paid Informative Advertisements for the SSCS Lottery in
The Patriot Ledger and the Hull Times

• MEFA-sponsored Public Financial Aid Night, January 2002

• Memberships
Core Knowledge Foundation
Massachusetts Charter School Association
Southeastern Massachusetts Charter School Consortium

III. Viability

a. SSCS demonstrates itself to be a viable organization.

SSCS has demonstrated fiscal viability as evidenced by our annual independent audit.
We have a Business Office with a Finance Director and an Assistant Business Manager.
Both have completed mandatory training, provided by the office of Inspector General, in
Massachusetts public procurement law.

Enrollment at SSCS remains stable with approximately 335—to 355 students over the
last three years. Our current wait list contains 2 students. Because of our limited
facilities, we are unable to accept more than 355 students.
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Teacher retention is strong. In the primary school, all the teachers hired in year one
remain at SSCS. At the end of FY 2002, 17 of the 18 full-time primary school teachers
are planning to return. Our specialists in art, music, world language and health have
remained with us, as have our full-time and part-time aides. Most are also returning.
Our primary head of school has been with SSCS since its opening. At the secondary
level, all of the nine full-time teachers are returning. The art and music teachers, and
one of the two part-time language teachers are returning, as well as the full-time aide.
Our career counselor will be teaching health.

SSCS lost its Interim Executive Director at the end of FY 2001 when Edward Gotgart
finished his contract. Filling this position has been a challenge for SSCS. In May of
2002, a new Executive Director was hired with a start date of August 1, 2002. When our
Secondary Headmaster, Tim MacKenzie, resigned in May our Assistant Secondary
Headmaster, Kathleen Aicardi, ably stepped in and provided a seamless transition to
end the school year. An experienced SSCS administrator. Kathleen will continue to fill
this role while a search is in progress. In addition, Robin Coyne, the Primary
Headmaster, was on leave during the beginning of the school year. The board,
administration, teachers, and staff all pulled together to handle these issues.  Forty-four
percent of our survey respondents from our school community feel that SSCS provides
stable leadership.

Facilities continue to be a challenge as well. We remain in three different buildings, each
with leases with different terms. The search for an adequate school building and site has
been a priority. Our Facilities Committee has actively explored sites in some of the
towns within our region including Weymouth, Quincy, Hingham and Hull. SSCS
retained a commercial real estate firm to aid in the search, and has extensively reviewed
all available buildings and properties within our area.  In addition, SSCS initiated a
relationship with NewSchools (www.newschools.com) for help with our facilities
and financing. Of all survey respondents, 43% felt our facilities were adequate.

The seven-year site visit team believed “several core elements of the mission of SSCS
were consistently communicated in interviews with board members, staff, students, and
parents. During the interviews, there were numerous references to SSCS as a school that
fosters teamwork and leadership skills through its focus on project-based learning.”
Members of the Board of Trustees described SSCS as “a small community where every
student counts and where students get involved in the governance process that
emphasizes leadership and teamwork.” Teachers explained that through projects,
students learn to work as a team and accomplish a goal. Students articulated that the
school has helped them learn about themselves by providing an education that focuses
on life skills. The school has also retained a core group of staff members and continues
to add new faculty, producing a wide distribution of experience. (For more information,
see Addendum: Seven-Year Site Visit Report on page 65.)

See School Profile on page 18 for the Summary of External Standardized Test Results.
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SCHOOL PROFILE

Summary of Educational Philosophy1

Mission: To provide each student with an education that fosters initiative, critical
thinking, leadership, teamwork, and communication; to promote life skills for individual
achievement in education, career, community, and life; and to disseminate our model of
education across Massachusetts.

There are five elements to the SSCS model:
1. Academic courses complemented by project-based learning
2. Multi-age classes and low student/teacher ratios providing personalized guidance
3. Partnerships of students, parents, and faculty in school’s governance
4. Opportunities for parents, students and partners to serve the school community and

beyond
5. Extensive access to technology for student learning

The school is organized around five multi-age Levels. Level I includes grades K-2,
Level II serves grades 3-4; Level III, grades 5, 6 and 7; Level IV, grades 8-10; and
Level V, grades 11-12.  Each level has established a set of standards that must be met by
students in order to proceed to the next level. The faculty finds the exit standards to
be an extremely useful tool in defining, for students and parents, the type and quality of
work required to progress through the school. The school’s classrooms are inclusionary
and student-centered. Project periods often take on the atmosphere of a busy office with
students working on single tasks as well as in small groups. The activity level fluctuates
throughout the day.

SSCS uses a course of study designed to develop competence in basic skills and
complements these skills with projects that help students bring their content learning to
life. Through the structure of the academic day and the organization of the curriculum,
SSCS provides a balanced academic and project-based learning environment.  Multi-
aged classes and low student/teacher ratios allow personalized guidance.

Multi-age education within levels promotes individually paced instruction.  It has
allowed each student to progress at his/her own pace without stigmatizing him/her for
working above or below a grade level.  A student may have the same teacher for two or
three years, promoting good communication between student and teacher and parent
and teacher. The small high school classes allow all the teachers to know all the
students.  This promotes a wonderful sense of community and mutual respect.

Classroom work is fast-paced, often more evocative of an office than a schoolroom.
Teachers make frequent use of cooperative groups, expecting students to be active
learners by participating in discussions and brainstorming sessions. By the time the
kindergartner has reached second grade, he/she has been exposed to the work of the
older students, allowing a deeper level of understanding to take place.  The second
grader, on the other hand, has the opportunity to relearn previous concepts as he/she
helps younger students. This pattern continues throughout the school.

                                                                
1 Excerpts from the Seven-Year Site Visit Report are included in this section.
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The curriculum in Levels I, II, and III is based on the national Core Knowledge
Sequence (CKS).  CKS was selected by our parents and has been used by the school since
its inception. The primary grades were recognized by the Core Knowledge foundation as
a Core Knowledge School in 1995.  SSCS completed a correlation of the CKS to the MA
Curriculum Frameworks from grades K–8 using an outside educational service. This
work has enabled the Level I, II and III faculty to address framework content that is not
covered in the CKS, and support improved student performance on the MCAS. SSCS has
adopted the revised Chicago Everyday Math for grades K-6. The publisher has supplied
us with a current correlation of this curriculum in relation to the Massachusetts
frameworks. The Impact Math Series (newly developed by Everyday Math for grades 6,
7 and 8) was implemented this fall in grades 6 and 7. Level I also supplements the CKS
with direct phonics instruction based on the program outlined in Recipe for Reading.
Levels II and III added the Great Source spelling program this year as well. The Collins
writing program is now vertically integrated into all our levels through our mandatory
writing portfolios.

The SSCS secondary academic program is based on traditional subject-based classes in
the morning and projects in the afternoon. The secondary level has developed a
sequence of core courses that are aligned with the Massachusetts curriculum
frameworks.  Levels IV (grades 8-10) and V (grades 11-12) use the Integrated Math
Program (IMP). This ten–year-old program, which is funded by the National Science
Foundation, is one of only five mathematics programs in the country to be given the
highest rating of “Exemplary” by the U.S. Department of Education. The curriculum is
very closely aligned with both the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
standards and the Massachusetts frameworks. IMP integrates algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, calculus, statistics, and probability in solving “real world” problems,
which helps students to apply their learning in much the same way in which SSCS
projects encourage applied learning. Much of the material in IMP is based on open-
response questions similar to those found in the MCAS math sections. The secondary
levels also use the Collins writing program to supplement their language arts
curriculum.

Teachers use lively activities to make abstract concepts concrete. For example, the
biology teacher has used a Jelly Bellyology activity to help students learn how to use a
dichotomous key. The history teacher has motivated students to learn vocabulary for an
upcoming test by timing students’ responses. The IMP class has combined concepts in
the Edgar Allen Poe story “The Pit and the Pendulum” with data collection of a swinging
pendulum using timers and Microsoft Excel. In English class, students have interpreted
a haiku poem and brainstormed topics for their writer’s notebooks.

The arts are also an integral part of SSCS’s curriculum. A public art show is held
annually. For a fee, the South Shore Conservatory offers musical instruction to the
primary grades on-site after school. Levels I and II participate in group singing weekly
and in a public Winter Solstice Concert. Level III has a before-school chorus group.
Level III also offers a year-long Stringed Instrument Music Project.  Fitness classes are
offered once a week. World language instruction in either French or Spanish begins in
the kindergarten year. The secondary levels offer musical instruction and a music
appreciation course. Secondary students perform at school events and also off-site.  The
high school also has an arts project and a music project: Musician’s Workshop.
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Projects are an important part of the SSCS curriculum.  There are three project themes:
international relations, the environment, and community development; and four project
components: entrepreneurship, communication, technology, and community service.

The demands and complexity of projects increases with each level. At Level I, students
are introduced to the project concept. At Level II, students are given a greater voice in
developing project timelines and goals, and at Level III projects are predominantly
student-driven. Students spend two to five hours a week on projects and claim that
projects are the most worthwhile learning experiences as SSCS.  Projects at the upper
grades bring students to the “point where project participation is defined by active
communication, individually or in teams, with clients of the local and world
community.”  These projects may involve international travel to help build homes with
Habitat for Humanity, help children in foreign orphanages, study classical guitar with a
world-class master, and so on. Students value their involvement with a wide variety of
project types, and some students described the lessons learned in a project as “life
changing”.   (For more information, see Addendum: Projects on page 53.)

Special Education

Many students with IEP’s and their families choose SSCS because of its full inclusion
program.  SSCS is in compliance with the Massachusetts Department of Education
Special Education Requirements.  This year we had a program audit, and only two
minor items need corrective action.  The program auditors were impressed with the
remarkable progress made since the last audit.  This school year we conducted staff
workshops for grades K-12 on differentiating instruction to improve and enhance our
inclusion efforts.  All of the Special Education staff and related service providers are
certified and/or licensed in the State of Massachusetts.  Approximately 12% of our
334.05 FTE students required Special Education Services in 2001/2002.

Limited English Proficiency

At present the school does not have any students with limited English proficiency.
Faculty within the school annually identifies any student who has limited English
proficiency. SSCS is committed to hiring the appropriate faculty as needed to service
this population of students.
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Summary of External Standardized Test Results:

Last year, due to the expansion of the MCAS state-testing program to all grades from
grade 3 through 10, we eliminated the spring CAT tests. The CAT5 is now outdated and
we have changed to the new CAT6 or Terra Nova Test. This is administered in the fall of
each year starting in grade 1. Cited below are the public findings as of May 2002, written
by the DOE-sanctioned site visit team related to our External Test Scores.

South Shore Charter School administers the Terra Nova norm-referenced test and its
students participate in the MCAS state assessments. In general, SSCS students rank
above the national average on the Terra Nova. On the MCAS, students in the elementary
grades generally meet or exceed state averages while secondary students vary in
comparison to state averages.

Table 1: SSCS Terra Nova, October 2001

mean nce (n) Reading Language Math Total Science
Social

Studies

Grade 1 22 65.8 72.5 58.1 65.0 NA NA

Grade 2 23 66.2 58.4 71.3 65.8 60.7 67.2

Grade 3 24 58.2 55.7 61.0 59.3 62.6 603.0

Grade 4 15 62.8 60.9 62.1 62.8 60.1 62.0

Grade 5 31 69.3 70.2 66.9 69.8 66.1 67.2

Grade 6 21 70.7 68.9 66.0 70.1 69.1 71.1

Grade 7 25 70.4 66.2 63.98 67.1 66.8 71.0

Grade 8 24 63.7 62.3 59.4 61.8 61.3 63.9

Grade 9 20 58.6 57.5 54.5 57.6 56.7 57.6

Grade 10 15 50.8 50.3 48.0 49.8 50.4 52.1

Grade 11 7 60.3 50.1 48.4 51.0 63.1 58.4

Grade 12 6 82.2 77.5 64.2 77.2 77.8 80.2

Performance on the Terra Nova indicates that SSCS students performed at or above the
national norm (50th percentile) in the total battery at all grade levels on the Fall 2001
administration of the test.
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On the first administration of the MCAS Reading assessment for third graders, SSCS
students did not perform as well as the average third grader in the state. Eighty-seven
percent of SSCS third graders scored at the Advanced (A) and Proficient (P) levels
compared with 93% of students statewide.  The most recent group of SSCS third graders
surpassed their previous third grade classmates, with 100% scored at the Advanced and
Proficient levels. Comparison to students statewide is not yet available.

Grade 3 Reading

2001 n SS A P W

SSCS 23 28 48 39 13

State 62 31 7

2002 n SS A P W

SSCS 28 86 14 0

State NA NA NA

Grade 4 students at SSCS exceeded state averages on the 2001 MCAS in English
Language Arts and Mathematics tests. The most recent group of fourth graders at SSCS
surpassed their previous fourth grade classmates on both tests.

Grade 4 English Language Arts

ELA Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2000 33 232 0 21 61 18

SSCS 2001 31 240 0 65 32 3

State 2001 239 7 44 38 11

Grade 4 Mathematics

Math Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2000 33 235 9 33 39 18

SSCS 2001 31 240 6 32 58 3

State 2001 235 10 24 46 19

Sixth graders were tested in Mathematics for the first time in Spring 2001. SSCS sixth
grade students exceeded the state average scaled scores, and had 10% fewer students in
the warning category.

Grade 6 Mathematics (2001, first year tested)

Math Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2001 40 235 8 40 30 23

State 2001 233 13 23 30 33

SSCS seventh graders also surpassed the statewide average scaled score in English
Language Arts, although no SSCS students scored in the highest category for the test.

Grade 7 English Language Arts (2001, first year tested)

Math Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2001 27 242 0 70 22 7

State 2001 239 6 49 32 12
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In the eighth grade, SSCS students fell below the state average scaled score in both
English Language Arts and Mathematics. A higher percentage of SSCS students scored
in the warning category in ELA, while the percentage of SSCS eighth-grade students in
2001 almost matched the statewide percentage in the warning group for the
Mathematics test. Far fewer members of the 2001 class of eighth graders scored in the
lowest rank than did their class of 2000 predecessors, a positive trend for SSCS.

Grade 8 Language Arts

ELA Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2000 236 8 50 27 15

SSCS 2001 26 234 0 46 36 18

State 2001 242 8 59 25 8

Grade 8 Mathematics

Math Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2000 233 8 19 19 54

SSCS 2001 26 224 0 7 61 32

State 2001 233 11 23 34 31

SSCS enrolls a very small number of students in the tenth grade, making comparisons
with state averages less than reliable. However, the trend over the past two years among
class groups at SSCS shows a smaller percentage of students scoring in the Failing
category for both the English Language Arts and Mathematics components of the
MCAS. Passing scores on these two assessments are now required for graduation for all
students, raising concern for the 40% of SSCS students failing Mathematics, and the
13% failing ELA. Information on test retakes was not discussed due to the small number
of students involved.

Grade 10 English Language Arts

ELA Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2000 17 230 12 12 47 29

SSCS 2001 15 230 0 20 67 13

State 2001 239 15 35 31 18

Grade 10 Mathematics

Math Year n SS A P NI W

SSCS 2000 17 227 12 29 6 53

SSCS 2001 15 224 0 7 53 40

State 2001 237 18 27 30 25
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Overall, students in the elementary grades at South Shore Charter School outperformed
their statewide peers on the MCAS tests. At the eighth and tenth grade test levels, SSCS
students are not as successful compared to state averages, but trends among consecutive
groups of students at SSCS show fewer ranking in the lowest score categories.

MCAS 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001

Average Scores of SSCS Students Compared to State Averages

1998 1999 2000 2001
SSCS State SSCS State SSCS State SSCS State

Grade 4
Number of students

17 37 33 31

ELA 234 230 232 231 232 231 240 239

Math 234 234 236 235 235 235 240 235

Science 244 238 243 240 246 241 NA NA

Grade 8
Number of students

27 13 26 26

ELA 236 237 232 238 236 240 234 242

Math 230 227 219 226 223 228 224 233

Science 230 225 216 224 233 228 NA NA

Grade 10
Number of students

23 28 17 15

ELA 220 230 227 229 230 229 230 239

Math 213 222 224 222 227 228 224 237

Science 218 225 225 226 226 226 NA NA
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Eligibility and Enrollment Process

South Shore Charter School serves grades K-12. Through 2001/2002, Kindergartners
were able to enter in the fall at the age of 4 years and 11 months provided that they
reached age five no later than December 31.  In Spring 2002, the eligibility policy was
changed to require that the child be five by November 1.

Interested parents of students entering grades K-7 submit a letter explaining their
reason for applying and what they will do to help in the education of their child (there is
no correct answer – this is used only for background and not as a basis for admission)
along with a completed one-page enrollment form. For grades 8-12, the parents
complete the same material and the student submits a resume and a letter saying why
he or she is interested and what he or she has done to help others (there is again no
correct answer – this is only used for background and not as a basis for admission).
There are no eligibility requirements.

Our public enrollment lottery is held in February of each year. Starting six weeks prior
to the lottery, we include a weekly reminder of the lottery in the K-12 UPDATE. Four
weeks prior to the lottery, paid advertisements are placed in area newspapers and press
releases are sent to newspapers and radio stations serving the South Shore. Interested
students and their parents are given tours of the building for the level in which they are
interested.

At the lottery, index cards containing pertinent information for prospective students are
publicly drawn out of a container by grade starting with Kindergarten and then working
upward to 12th grade. Siblings of SSCS students are given first preference.

Students applying from our region of service are then given preference. The
communities given preference are Abington, Boston, Braintree, Brockton, Cohasset,
Duxbury Hanover, Hanson, Hingham, Kingston, Marshfield, Norwell, Pembroke,
Plymouth, Plympton, Quincy, Randolph, Rockland, Scituate, Weymouth and Whitman.
Students who are not siblings and are not part of our region of service are drawn last.
Parents of all students accepted in the lottery are sent Intent to Attend forms, which are
to be returned to SSCS prior to the DOE April pre-enrollment reporting deadline.
Failure to do so results in the removal of the child’s name from the enrollment roster,
and notification of the removal by formal letter to the applicant.

New applications are added to the enrollment list in the order in which their completed
applications arrived after those drawn in the lottery unless they were siblings of those
attending or those already sent an acceptance letter. These siblings are placed in order
of the date of arrival of their completed enrollment package at the top of the waiting list
but after any siblings drawn in the lottery.

The parents of current SSCS students are asked to respond in writing regarding to their
intentions for remaining with SSCS for the following year. This is done on an Intent to
Continue form. Failure to return this form by the stated due date may result in the
removal of the student from the enrollment roster. SSCS will formally notify each
student by mail if they are to be removed from the enrollment roster.

Students who are sent an acceptance letter are not considered enrolled in SSCS until the
Intent to Attend form is returned and all of their disciplinary, academic, special
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education, and medical records have been received by SSCS. If the records are not
received by August 15th, SSCS reserves the right to give the spot to the next person on
the waiting list.

After the April DOE pre-enrollment reporting deadline, additional students are added to
the waiting list, with siblings always taking priority as called for in the charter school
law. As students decide not to attend and inform us in writing of this intent, new
students are accepted to fill vacancies from the waiting list in the order of the date of
receipt of their completed application.

Code of Conduct

The complete approved document is on file with the MA Department of Education and
on the SSCS website. It is distributed every September to all SSCS students.

Summary of Graduation and Promotion Requirements

For information about the graduation and level promotion requirements, see
Exit Standards on page 57.

Student/Teacher Ratio

For 2001/2002, 334.05 FTE students were enrolled with a total of 40 full-time and part-
time teaching faculty for an overall student/faculty ratio of 8.4 to 1.

• The primary school (grades K-7) had 250.14 students with 18.16 teachers and
5.9 aides, giving a student/teacher ratio of 10.3 to 1.

• The secondary school (grades 8-12) had 83.91 students with 11.025 teachers and
1.8 aides for a student/faculty ratio of 7:1.

Instructional Days for the 2001/2002 School Year

The 2001/2002 school year started on August 28, 2001, and ended on June  24, 2002.  The
2001/2002 school year had 189 instructional days.

Level I

Daily Schedule 8:30-2:45  with 5.25 hours of structured learning, 1 hour for lunch and recess
2001/2002 SSCS Structured learning time=189 days x5.25 hours=992.25 hours

Structured learning time required by the Commonwealth=900 hours

Level II

Daily Schedule 8:30-2:45  with 5.25 hours of structured learning, 1 hour for lunch and recess
2001/2002 SSCS Structured learning time=189 days x5.25 hours=992.25 hours

Structured learning time required by the Commonwealth=900 hours

Level III

Daily Schedule 8:00-3:00  with 6:0 hours of structured learning, 1 hour of lunch and recess
2001/2002 SSCS Structured learning time = 189 days x 6.0 hours = 1134 hours

Structured learning time required by the Commonwealth=990 hours x 180 days
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Level IV and Level V

Daily Schedule 8:00-3:00
6.0 hours of structured learning, 1 hour for lunch and breaks
2001/2002 SSCS Structured learning time = 189 days x 6.0 hours =1134 hours

Structured learning time required by the Commonwealth = 990 hours x 180 days

School will start August 29, 2002 and end on June 21, 2003.  The school will be closed
for the holidays according the Massachusetts holiday schedule and also for four breaks:
Thanksgiving, winter, February, and April.  In addition, on Professional Development
Days, the school will be closed to students on the six Professional Development Days
scheduled during the 2002/2003 school year. For information about attendance, refer
to page 38.

For information about the 2202/2003 SSCS School Calendar, refer to page 90.

Library

The South Shore Charter School library collection includes more than 6000 items,
including illustrated books, easy fiction, biographies and non-fiction volumes. Emphasis
is placed on titles from the Core Knowledge Sequence. Reference works include the 22-
volume 1999 World Book Encyclopedia and the 1999 Discover Encyclopedia.

The collection is organized on the automated software database Kelowna L4U. Students
are able to access books with the assistance of student volunteers, using a barcoded
scanning system on a dedicated computer network of three high-end computers. Classes
in Levels I and II visit the library weekly.

Library business is overseen by a committee of staff and parents chaired by a Library
Manager according to our draft policy based on Massachusetts School Library Media
Association recommendations.

Other Programs

Extended Day Program

Over 50 students were enrolled in our extended day care program that operates from
7:00 a.m. until school begins at 8:30 and from 2:45 until 6:00 p.m. Students are
offered a variety of indoor and outdoor activities and are served a snack every
afternoon as part of the regular after-school program.

Enrichment Programs

 Students may also sign up for more formal enrichment programs during the
afternoon, which include:

• Musical instrument lessons with
the South Shore Conservatory

• Swimming at the Quincy YMCA

• The Library Project

• Science and Nature Programs on
vacation days at Wompatuck

State Park and the New England
Wildlife Center

• Girl’s Basketball

• Poetry Slam

• Chess Club

• Baton Twirling
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GOVERNANCE PROFILE

Board of Trustees

The Board of Trustees may be contacted at the following e-mail address:
TRUSTEES@SSCS-MA.org

Board of Trustees

Name, Office and Term Credentials Board Committees

Roberta Shea ’02
Chair 2nd 3-yr term

SSCS Parent, Business
Development Manager at
Honeywell International

Executive (Chair),
Development, and
Personnel (Chair)

Gregory Thornton ’03
Vice-Chair 3rd 3-yr term

Senior Vice President,
The Boston Globe

Executive, Development,
Facilities, and Personnel

Kathy Arthur-Tyler ’03
Treasurer 1st 3-yr term SSCS Parent Executive and ,Finance

(Chair)

Miriam Brownewall ’03
Assistant Treasurer 2nd 3-yrterm

Dental Office Manager,
Wall Dentistry; Marketing
at Tufts Alumni
Development

Executive, Development,
Facilities, Finance (Vice-
Chair), and Personnel

Eric Greene, Esq. ’02
Clerk one 3-yr, one 1-yr term

SSCS Parent, Partner at
Shapiro & Greene LLP

Education, Executive and
Finance

Daniel Falkner, Esq. ’02
Faculty, Ex Officio 1st 3-yr term SSCS Level II Teacher Education (Chair) and

Facilities

Robert Gilman ’02
1st 2-yr term

SSCS Parent,
Meteorologist

Finance, Personnel, and
Technology (Chair)

Tess Gilman ’02
SSCS Student 1st 1-yr term SSCS Student

Greg Mertz, D.V.M. ’02
1st interim term

SSCS Parent,
Executive Director of New
England Wildlife

Development and Facilities

Michael Nuesse ’04
1st 3-yr term SSCS Parent, Attorney Facilities

Sarah O’Loughlin ’03
1st 2-yr term SSCS Parent Development, Education

John Pollets, Esq. ’04
2nd 3-yr term

SSCS Parent, Attorney at
Stanton & Davis

Development, Facilities
(Chair) and Nominating

Gene Stein ’03
Faculty, Ex Officio 1st 3-yr term

SSCS Secondary Level
Teacher Development and Education

NOTE: Ken Smith (resigned February 13, 2002)
John Strickland (removed by Board vote July 18, 2001)
Greg Mertz (appointed as interim member May 15, 2002)
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Board Committee Membership
• Development: John Brigham (chair), Roberta Shea, Gregory Thornton,

Miriam Brownewall, Greg Mertz, Sarah O’Loughlin, John Pollets, and Gene Stein
• Education: Dan Falkner (chair), Eric Greene, Sarah O’Loughlin, and Gene Stein
• Executive: Roberta Shea (chair), Gregory Thornton, Kathy Arthur-Tyler,

Miriam Brownewall, and Eric Greene
• Facilities: John Pollets (chair), Gregory Thornton, Miriam Brownewall, Greg Mertz,

and Michael Nuesse
• Finance: Kathy Arthur-Tyler (chair), Miriam Brownewall (vice-chair), Eric Greene,

and Robert Gilman
• Nominating (not active year-round), comprised of Board members who are not

running for the board at the next election: Sarah O’Loughlin (chair),
Gregory Thornton, Kathy Arthur-Tyler, Miriam Brownewall, Eric Greene,
Michael Nuesse, and John Pollets

• Personnel: Roberta Shea (chair), Gregory Thornton, Miriam Brownewall, and Robert
Gilman

• Technology: Robert Gilman (chair)

Schedule of Board Meetings for 2002/2003

All meetings begin at 7:00 p.m. and are held at 120 Nantasket Avenue, Hull,
Massachusetts.

Student project presentations start at 6:30 prior to the October Annual Meeting,
December, February, April, and June board meetings.

July 17, 2002

July 24, 2002 (Special Meeting)

August 14, 2002

August 19, 2002 (Executive Session for Negotiations)

September 18, 2002

October 16, 2002

October 17, 2002 (Annual Meeting)

November 20, 2002

December 18, 2002

January 15, 2003

February 12, 2003

March 19, 2003

April 9, 2003

May 21, 2003

June 18, 2003
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Councils

Both the primary and secondary divisions of SSCS have school councils that include
both faculty and parent representation in equal numbers. The secondary council also
includes student representation. The purpose of the councils is to work through
differences between the parents, as a group, and the administration.  For example, if the
All Parents Union votes for a particular program or activity and the administration
rejects it, this issue would go to the Council for discussion and to determine a
compromise. These councils give direct input to the board during their allotted time at
the board’s monthly meeting.  Parent representatives of the councils are nominated and
voted on by the All Parents Union. The All Parents Union is an organization that was
established and is run by the parents of the entire school community. The faculty on the
councils are nominated and voted on by the faculty. A representative from the Faculty
and Staff Association (F.A.S.A.) has an agenda spot at all board meetings. Students also
elect representatives to student government and a judicial council.

Other Non-Governance Committees and Groups

Parents may also serve their school by participating in one of our non-governance
committees. These committees have been instrumental in improving the quality of all
aspects of the school. Many of their recommendations have helped shape school policy.

• All Parents Union: Kate Leonard, Ann Selig, Kip Jarvis, Co-Chairs

• Level II Student Government: Alana Greene, President

• Level III Student Government: Greg Mertz, President (Student)

• Secondary Student Board of Directors: Tess Gilman, Chair (Student)

• Search Committee: Pamela Cooney, Convener

• Health and Safety Committee: Theresa Hartel, Vicki Yeager, Co-Chairs

• Arts Committee: Lauren Teller, Chair

• School Library Committee: Velma Begley, Chair

• Special Education PAC Parent Advisory Committee: Ed Shea, Convener

• Volunteer Committee:  Kate Smith, Convener

• College Fund Investment Committee: Spencer O’Loughlin

• Community Service Committee: Kelly Walzer, Chair

• Title I Advisory Committee

• Writing Mentor Program

• Ombudsman Committee

• Library Committee

• Staff Appreciation

• ACE (Action for Children)

• Auction Committee
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Major Board Decisions from Year 2001/2002

The 2001/2002 school year was a good one for the school. The Board of Trustees
worked throughout the year to improve the school in a number of different areas. These
included reviews of teaching salaries for our talented faculty; reorganization of the
school’s business office; creation of technology use policies; additional professional
development opportunities; and improvements in personnel policies.

July 18, 2001:

Trustee John Strickland was removed from the Board pursuant to the school’s by-laws
for lack of attendance and participation in Board functions. Mr. Strickland was a
dedicated member of the school’s community and past faculty member, but a commute
from Amherst was preventing him from fulfilling his commitments to the Board. The
vote of the Board to remove him was based upon the need for continuity, appreciable
committee work and involvement prior to voting at Board meetings.

September 20, 2001:

The Board voted to continue its search for improved facilities by authorizing the hiring
of a consultant to assist with the preparation of a request for proposals.

October 24, 2001:

After a great deal of work by our two heads of school, their staff and the Education
Committee, a proposal to revise and improve the school’s Exit Standards was brought
before the Board. These revised standards include changes both mandated by the DOE
and recommended by the last site visit report as well as improvements based upon our
continued growth and experience while still remaining faithful to the school’s mission
and goals.

December 4, 2001:

The Board voted to extend to Robert Gass an offer to become the next Executive
Director of the school. Mr. Gass subsequently declined the offer.

December 12, 2001:

The Board received and accepted the 2001 outside auditor’s report from
Alexander, Aronson Finning & Co., P.C. The report commended the continued
improvements to the school’s balance sheet and the ability of the school to avoid
borrowing against its line of credit.

Concerned about enrollment, the Board voted to request that a monthly enrollment
report be presented to the Board by the administration.

January 16, 2002:

After much study and review, the Board passed three policies that had been proposed by
the Technology Committee. These involved (1) Acceptable Use of Information Systems
at South Shore Charter School, (2) The SSCS Faculty-Staff Webmaster Procedures and
Guidelines; and (3) The SSCS Student Webmaster Procedures and Guidelines. The
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process of getting these three policies into place strengthened the entire school
community by making all parts of the school aware of both expectations and restrictions
regarding computer and information technology use.

February 13, 2002:

Due to cuts in state funding, the Board voted to authorize the spending of sufficient
funds to cover the costs of existing dual enrollments by our students. Since college
credits are an important secondary school graduation requirement that the school was
unwilling to surrender, making up for these lost funds was considered most important
to maintaining the level of excellence that our graduates achieve.

The Board also voted to authorize the spending of sufficient funds to hire an aide for
Levels III, IV and V one day per week to help to cover classes for additional faculty
professional development.

The Business office has been working diligently on creating a more comprehensive
school crisis plan. The Board voted to authorize the execution of an agreement with a
neighboring condominium, which is willing to act as a meeting place upon the
evacuation of the secondary school building.

April 3, 2002:

The Personnel Committee made a number of recommendations regarding the
restructuring of numerous policies, which were passed by Board vote. These included:
reducing the number of classifications of school employees based upon time worked
during the year; alteration of vacation and compensation time policies; changing
benefits to a more fair and equitable system in line with similarly situated schools, and
changing the teacher compensation system to a grid based upon experience and level of
education. Also included was the elimination of the position of Finance Director, with
those responsibilities being met by both additional internal clerical help and outside
contractors. Included here would also be additional human resources services that the
Board believed were needed.

After many months of work with the administration and faculty, the Finance Committee
proposed to the Board, that the faculty compensation system be changed in accordance
with the recommendation of the Personnel Committee to a grid system, and that it be
funded only in part for the upcoming school year. This includes funding of over
$129,000 in increased salaries for the teaching faculty, with additional salary possible
based upon increased and sustained enrollment. It was agreed that this system would
continue to allow the school to retain and attract the best teachers available, who would
have both professional and personal stakes in the success of the school. The Finance and
Personnel Committee’s recommendations were passed by Board vote.

The Education Committee made a recommendation that the school’s required days in
learning be reduced. The Board voted to reduce the required number of school days
from 189 to 184 on an experimental basis for the next two years with those five now-
eliminated school days to be dedicated to mandated professional development
throughout the year. The Board took this action to meet the administration’s stressed
needs for greater professional development and team-building by a dedicated staff
already working the longest hours and number of days in the area.
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May 15, 2002:

After a significant amount of work by the Special Education Department administrators,
the Board voted to accept and adopt a school restraint policy.

Following the restructuring of the business office and of the faculty compensation plan,
the board approved a balanced budget for the 2002/2003 school year. Included here
was either an additional SPED teacher or aide so that both sections of the school could
be covered, and an additional aide for Level III. This budget, while tight, was viewed as
being both viable for the current year and sustainable into the future.

Greg Mertz was elected as an interim trustee to fill a vacancy. A veterinarian who runs a
local animal shelter and hospital and experienced in non-profit development and fund-
raising, Mr. Mertz was a most welcome addition to the Board.

The Board voted to join MIAA in preparation for either fielding teams of for joining with
another school system to make varsity sports available at SSCS.

The Board named Michael Munhall as the school’s next Executive Director after a long
search.

June 19, 2002:

Following up on the prior month’s vote regarding sports, the Board voted to authorize
the opening of discussions with the Hull Public Schools regarding reciprocal programs,
including sports for the students in both schools.

Summary of Official Complaints

There were no formal complaints filed with the Board of Trustees this year.

For more information how to address complaints, see Addendum: Communication
Process on page 94.
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STAFF PROFILE

Organizational Chart

Administrative Assistant,
Reports and Grants

Coordinator,
and Consultants as needed

Maintenance,
Contractors,

Staff, and
Consultants

Kristine Shipps
Assistant
Business
Manager

Joanne Sanders
Finance Director

business office,
facilities, and HR

SPED Teachers,
Specialists, Aides,

Staff, and
Contractors

Elaine French
SPED Administrator

Maureen Gaughan
SPED Manager

Primary
Teachers,

Aides, Staff
and Secretary

Robin Coyne
Primary Headmaster

 T Hirsch, E Hamilton, L Berman  .
Level Coordinators

Secondary
Techers,

Aides, Staff
and Secretary

Timothy MacKenzie*
Secondary Headmaster

Kathleen Aicardi
Assistant Headmaster

vacant
Executive Director

Michael Munhall
starts August 1, 2002

Number of Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Faculty

For 2001/2002, there was a total of 40 full-time and part-time teaching faculty.

(See page 23 for Student/Teacher Ratios.)

Staff Turnover

Level I (Grades K, 1 and 2) retained all of its six teachers, its full-time aide, its French,
arts, special education and music specialists as well as four out of six of its part-time
aides. At Level II (grades 3 and 4) one teacher left because she moved. The other two
remain, and one of our Level III faculty members will take over for the teacher who has
moved. Level II’s full-time aide and all arts, special education, world language and
music specialists are returning. Level II will add one teacher next year because of
enrollment growth. Level III has retained its entire teaching faculty, as well as its aides,
special education art, music and French faculty. Level III will add a new part-time
Spanish teacher.

All full-time Level I and II school faculty from the 1995/1996 inaugural school year
continue to teach at the school. The Primary Head has been with SSCS since its opening.
For the 2001/2002 school year, nine of the fifteen full-time primary classroom faculty
had a masters degree, an additional five are enrolled in masters programs and ten are
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Massachusetts elementary certified. Several of the part-time project leaders have
significant professional experience in their field of expertise.

At Levels IV and V, the English teacher cut back her hours and left the classroom to
work on community service needs. Another English teacher left, as did the science
teacher and a math teacher. Our full-time language teacher left at the beginning of the
current year, and she was replaced with two part-time language teachers. We began the
year with a new science teacher, two new English teachers and a new math teacher. One
English teacher was dismissed midyear, and was replaced by the Journalism project
leader. We also hired a career counselor through a career development grant.

Summary of Teacher Qualifications:

Assignment
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Degree and Certification(s)

Vacant during
2001/2002 Executive Director 0

Coyne, Robin
Headmaster of
Primary
Levels/Grades

17 7

M.Ed. in Elementary Education from
Bridgewater State, BA in English from
University of New Hampshire, Mass. Cert.
Elementary, Montessori Cert. Elementary 6-
9.

Hirsch, Frederick
Level Coordinator,
Level I;
 Teacher, Level I

2 7
A.B. Visual & Environmental Studies from
Harvard, MFA in Studio Art from University
of CA at Davis

Begley, Velma Teacher, Level I 9 7
BA UMass-Amherst, med. in Ready, Certified
K-8, Certified Reading K-12 Specialist, M.Ed
in Reading

Chuck , Timothy Teacher, Level I 0 2
BA Psychology from UMass – Boston,
Elementary Certification

Fontaine , June Teacher, Level I 5 5
BS Early Childhood Education, Mass.
Certified in Early Childhood Education K-3

Toleno, Shelly Teacher, Level I 3 1
BA in Psychology & Education/Child Study
from Smith College, Mass. Elementary
Certification, Mass. Preschool Cert.

Yelin, Karen Teacher, Level I 8 5

M.Ed. from Antioch, BS in Education from
NY University, Long Island University
Education Counseling 36 Post Graduate
Credits, NJ Cert. Elementary, Mass. Cert.
Elementary 1-6, NH Certification

Hamilton, Emily
A.

Level Coordinator,
Level II;
 Teacher, Level II

3 7
M.Ed. from Harvard, BA University of
Michigan in Russian Culture & Literature

Huff, Amy Teacher, Level II 3 3

BA in Science at Bennington College,
Graduate courses in environmental
Education, candidate for M.Ed. (will
complete this May) in Learning and
Elementary Education, Certified in
Elementary Ed.
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Gilbney, Colin Teacher, Level II 10 2

M.Ed. in Human Development & Psychology,
Technology in Education from Harvard, BS
from Cornell, Mass. Cert. in Social Studies 5-
9 and 9-12, Mass. Cert. Middle School
General 5-9, Mass. Cert. Elem. General 1-6.

Berman, Lisa
Level Coordinator,
Level III;
 Teacher, Level III

1 5
M.Ed. Boston University in Literacy,
Language & Cultural Studies, BA in
Psychology from Brandeis University.

Falkner, Daniel Teacher, Level III 1 4

BA in Philosophy from UMass-Boston, JD
from Suffolk Law, M.Ed. in Elementary
Education from UMass-Boston, Mass.
Certified Elementary.

Overlee, Claire

Teacher, Level III;
Counselor and
Academic Support
Coordinator,
Primary

16

BA in Elementary Education from University
of Colorado, M.Ed. Guidance & Counseling
from Rider College, OFC Early Childhood
Mass. Certified, Mass. Certified 1-6,
Guidance Counselor 5-12, Guidance
Counselor N-9, Orton-Gilliham Certified
Reading, Kuman Math & Reading Instructor.

Silzer, Julia

Teacher, Level III;
Technology Building
Coordinator,
Primary

3 5
BS in Education from Boston University,
M.Ed. in Educational Technology from
Lesley University, Mass. Cert.

Whiting, Kendra Teacher, Level III 2 4
BA in English and Elementary Education
from Assumption College, Worcester, Mass.
Certified Elementary Ed 1-6

Wilmot, William Teacher, Level III 0 4
BM in Music Composition from Boston
University, BA in Liberal Arts from St. John’s
College.

MacKenzie,
Timothy

Resigned May 2002

Headmaster of
Secondary
Levels/Grades

0 7
BA in History/Secondary Education from
UMass-Boston, JD from Suffolk Law School,
Mass.  Certified Secondary Ed

Aicardi, Kathleen

Assistant
Headmaster of
Secondary Levels;
Guidance, Level V

6 3
M.Ed. Eastern Nazarene, BS Nutritional
Science San Jose University, AA DE Anza
College

Antkowiak, Lara

International/Com
munity Project
Coordinator,
Secondary

0 6
M.Ed. in Teaching & Curriculum from
Harvard, BA in Comparative Literacy Studies
from Northwestern, Mass. Cert. English 5-12

Benson, David
MCAS Prep,
Secondary 0 1

Carter, Mary
Career Development
Counselor, Level V 0 1

M.Ed. Counselor Training UMass-Boston,
BA Political Science Stonehill College, Cert.
Guidance Counselor 5-12

Qamoos, Jeffrey
Teacher, Math,
Secondary

2  1

BS in Computer Science, minor Math and
Chemistry from University of Minnesota, MA
in Divinity and MA in Theology from
Princeton, Mass. Certified in Math pending

Rathbun,
Christopher

Teacher, Music and
Computer
Applications,
Secondary

5 1

MS in Education from Simmons, MS in
Library and Information Science Simmons,
BM from New England Conservatory, Mass.
Cert. in Library Media Specialist Certified
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Scott, David

Teacher, English,
Secondary;
Journalism Project
Leader, Secondary

0 1 BA in Journalism, UMass

Seavey, Katherine
Teacher, English,
Secondary 16 1

MA in English Literature from UMass-
Boston, BS in English Education from
Southern Illinois, Mass. Cert. Secondary,
Illinois Cert. Secondary

Small , Richard
Teacher, Social
Studies, Secondary 7 6

BA in Philosophy, minor in History from
Drew University, MA in Philosophy from
University of Minnesota, ABD Drew
University.

Stein , Eugene

Teacher, Social
Studies, Spanish,
and Music,
Secondary

1 3

MS in Secondary Education from University
of PA, MM in Classical Guitar Performance
from University of Wisconsin-Madison,
Certified in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts

Snyder, Jeffrey
Teacher,
Technology,
Secondary

6 5

BS in Business Administration University of
Colorado, MA in Education at Tufts,
Certificate of Graduate Studies in Computer
Science (80%) from Harvard, Mass. Cert.
Middle and High

Vallant, Darcie
Teacher, Science,
Secondary

3 1

BS in Wildlife Conservation from UMass-
Amherst, MS Biodiversity and Conservation
Biology from University of Leeds, Project
Wild Teacher Certification

Veader, Mark
Teacher, Math and
Physics, Secondary

0 6

BS in Mechanical Engineering/Materials
Science from Duke, M.Ed. in Teaching &
Curriculum from Harvard, Mass. Cert.
Secondary Physics

Azer, Hinda
Aide, Title 1,
Primary 0 3

Connolly, Cyndie
Aide, Kindergarten
and Primary Science 10 6 Orton Gillingham Certified

Darrow, Claudia
Aide, Title I,
Primary 0 7

Orton Gillingham Certified, Sinott School
Software Specialist Training Program
Certification

Hilliard, Linda Aide, Secondary 0 2

Botelho, Laura Aide, Level I 0 3

Gladstone,
Barbara Aide, Level I 0 2

Hague, Rosemary Aide, Level I 0 2

Pritchard, Judy Aide, Level I 0 3

Ruscansky, Cheryl Aide, Level I 0 3

Shaughnessey,
Stephanie

Aide, Secondary 0 2

Smith, Kate Aide, Level 1 0 5

Yannizzi, Sharon Aide 0 2

Atwood, Susan
Teacher, Foreign
Language, Level I
and Secondary

0 1

MC/MPA Master in Public Administration
from Kennedy School of Government,
Diploma in Modern Languages Oxford
University, Teaching English as a Foreign
Language Merit Diploma, Scottish
International Learning Centre
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Goodyear,
Stephen

Teacher, French and
Spanish, Secondary 33 1

BA from Boston University in Italian, French
and Spanish, Mass. Certified in Romance
Language and Secondary Education from
Suffolk University

Guerin, Agnes Teacher, French 0 7
Music Theory, Piano and Voice from
Universite de Poitiers German, Universite
Catholique de Paris

Lewis, Lisa
Teacher, Spanish,
Level I

0 2

Trogole, Rosario
Teacher, Spanish,
Level III 0 3

BS in Laboratory Science from Hunter
College

Buckley Curran,
Marianne

Teacher, Art, Levels
I and II, Project
Leader, Secondary

3 3
Masters in Business, Framingham State,
Plymouth State (NH), K-12 Phys Ed.

Rossman-Mee,
Judy

Art Teacher, Level
III and  Secondary

20 3
BFA from Syracuse University, BA and
Teaching Cert. from Michigan State, MA
Wayne State

Mannix, Helen
Ward

Music Teacher,
Levels I and  II 11 7

BM and MM in Organ Performance from
New England Conservatory of Music, BA
Mount Holyoke

Kim, Andre
Music Teacher,
Level III 0 2 B.Mus. from Berklee College

Seroll, Doris Health Teacher, 5 3
BA Literature from Lesley College, LPN
Youville Hospital, AS in Business
Administration

French, Elaine
Special Education
Administrator

28 5

BS in Special Education from Bridgewater,
M.Ed. in Guidance and Counseling from
Bridgewater, CAGS programming
Educational Leadership and Administration,
Mass. Cert. Guidance K-12, Mass. Cert.
Admin. SPED Mass. Cert.
Superintendent/Admin. Superintendent.

Gaughan ,
Maureen

Special Education
Manager and
Student Services
Manager

17

6
FT

4
PT

MS in Speech and Language Pathology from
University of Michigan, BS in Speech
Pathology from Northeastern, ASHA
certificate of Clinical Competence, Mass.
Cert. Speech/Language/Hearing Disorder
(All), Mass. Licensure

Geary, Mary
Aide, Special
Education 0 2

Frederick-Henesy,
Sara

Adjustment
Counselor 1 4

BA from Longwood College, MSW from
University of Connecticut,  Mass. Cert. in
LCSW and Clinical Counseling.

Hess, Kristine
Teacher, Special
Education,  Primary

1 2
BS in History from Mount Saint Mary
College, New York Certificate in
Elementary/Special Education

Richardson , Irene
Aide, Special
Education 0 3

Scholtz, Dorothy
Teacher, Special
Education,
Secondary

3 4

BA in English Literature,  MS in Special
Education from Simmons College, Mass.
Cert. in Spec. Needs K-12, Reg. Ed K-5 and
5-9
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Ballou, Maura
Extended Day
Program Manager 0 7

Assoc. Degree in Arts & Science, Fort
Stielacoom College, Cert. First Aid CPR

Tierney, Theresa
Extended Day
Program Assistant 0 2

Cooney, Pamela
Grants and Reports
Coordinator 0 7

MBA Public Administration from Boston
University, BA in Psychology from UMass

Sanders, Joanne Finance Director 0 7
BS in Management and Accounting from
UMass-Boston

Shipps, Kristine
Assistant Business
Manger 0 4 Working towards BS finance/management

Yeager, Vicki
Nurse/Crisis
Manager

20 6
RN Nursing, AS Southwestern Michigan
College

Algera, Pamela
Administrative
Assistant,
part-time

0 2

Frost, Jennifer
Secretary,
Secondary 0 2

Certification in Business and Accounting,
Sinnott Office Specialist Program

Lothrop, Ellen Secretary, Primary 0 6

Paquin, Jeanne
Administrative
Assistant,
part-time

0 2

Zappi, Vincent
Building
Maintenance

0 2
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STUDENT PROFILE

Number of Students Enrolled

As of June 30, 2002, the total SSCS enrollment was 361 students from 22 towns in
southeast Massachusetts. The final FTE (full-time equivalency) was 334.05 students.

Student Demographics, as of June 30, 2002

TOWN
Number of
Students

Abington 2

Boston 5

Braintree 3

Brockton 2

Cohasset 12

Halifax 1

Hanover 4

Hingham 6

Holbrook 6

Hull 192

Kingston 2

Marshfield 29

Milton 2

Norwell 6

Pembroke 8

Plympton 3

Quincy 8

Randolph 7

Rockland 3

Scituate 21

Weymouth 37

Westwood 1

Whitman 1

TOTAL 361

For the 2001/2002 school year, 8% of SSCS’s total
enrollment were racial minorities including two Native
Americans, twenty African-Americans, three Asians, and
three Hispanics. By gender, 203 students were male and
158 students were female. No students were classified as
limited English-proficient students.

During the past school year, a total of 39 students had IEPs.
Another 17 students were on 504 plans. Students without
IEPs may receive special services, because the SSCS model
provides full-inclusion classrooms where teachers diversify
their instruction to accommodate students with different
learning styles.

In addition to their regular education programs, Title I
students received small group tutoring or extra support in
the classroom during the course of the year. Tutoring in
reading and language arts was offered at all levels. Students
received after-school tutoring as part of an Academic
Support Services grant to help prepare students who are at
risk of failing the MCAS.

Of our students, 66 (18%) are eligible for free or reduced
price lunches. Since we do not offer a federally subsidized
lunch program, we must rely on families choosing to report
this to us.
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Attendance

Our average daily attendance rate for Kindergarten was 95 % and for grades 1-12 was
91%. The average membership rate for grades 1 through 12 was 266.7 and for
Kindergarten, the average membership rate was 34.18.

Students are expected to be in school each school day. Parents are asked to call in before
8 a.m. and send a signed excuse on days when their student is sick or required to be
absent due to family bereavement or emergency. A doctor’s note is required if a students
is absent for more than five days. Parents may make alternative vacation plans with
their Advisor/Pod (class) Teacher and their Level Coordinator two weeks in advance in
exchange for a written plan for the student’s accomplishment of comparable
schoolwork. This may include learning within our Enrichment Programs.

Student Applications for the 2002/2003 School Year

As of July 15, 2002, SSCS has received 90 applications from 16 communities.

Town  \  Grade K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total

Abington 1 1

Boston 2 2

Braintree 2 1 1 4

Bridgewater 1 1 2

Brockton 1 1 1 1 4

Cohasset 1 1

Hingham 1 1 2

Holbrook 1 1

Hull 17 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 26

Marshfield 2 1 1 2 6

Norwell 1 1

Quincy 1 1 1 1 4

Randolph 3 1 2 2 1 1 10

Rockland 1 1 2

Scituate 2 1 2 1 1 7

Weymouth 8 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 17

Totals 40 5 4 5 4 3 8 4 4 5 3 1 0 90

Students on Waiting List

As of June 30, 2002, the South Shore Charter School had two students on the waiting
list for the 2002/2003 school year.
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Student Turnover Data

Total Number of Student
Withdrawals by Reason

Number Reason

1 Academics/more structure
6 Adult Education

3 Different culture

12 Dissatisfied

1 DSS

1 Excluded

3 GED

4 Hands-on skill/trade

1 Home school

6 Missed friends

1 More structure

1 More structure/single grade

17 Moved

4 New start

3 Personal

4 Religious

1 Seeking performing arts

1 Single sex

1 Specialized program

3 Sports

15 Transportation

89 TOTAL

During the course of our 2002 school
year, 50 students left the school. Another
39 students notified us that as of
June 30, 2002, they would not return for
the next school year. The reasons that
they gave for leaving included SSCS not
being a good match for the student,
transportation, moving, wanting a sports
program, wanting to be with old friends,
seeking more structure, entering a special
program, dissatisfaction, and getting a
GED.
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Student Withdrawals Based on Exit Interviews, in date order

Date Reason Grade
1 9/10/01 More structure 12
2 9/12/01 Adult Education 11
3 9/17/01 Dissatisfied 10
4 9/24/01 Adult Education 10
5 9/26/01 Transportation 1
6 9/26/01 Dissatisfied 1
7 9/26/01 Transportation 4
8 9/26/01 Transportation 5
9 10/5/01 Specialized program 2

10 10/11/01 Adult Education 11
11 10/11/01 New Start 8
12 10/17/01 DSS 6
13 10/19/01 Dissatisfied 10
14 10/29/01 Moved K
15 10/29/01 Moved 2
16 10/29/01 Moved 4
17 11/2/01 Missed friends 10
18 11/23/01 Moved 6
19 11/26/01 Dissatisfied 7
20 11/8/01 Adult Education 12
21 12/3/01 Moved 10
22 12/6/01 New Start 11
23 12/7/01 Missed friends 12
24 12/9/01 New Start 10
25 12/10/01 Transportation 5
26 12/10/01 Transportation 3
27 12/13/01 Transportation 6
28 12/13/01 Transportation 7
29 1/3/02 Adult Education 11
30 1/3/02 Dissatisfied 11
31 1/23/02 Dissatisfied 9
32 1/23/02 Transportation 9
33 1/25/02 Missed friends 1
34 1/28/02 New Start 11
35 1/31/02 Missed friends 10
36 3/11/02 Home school 11
37 3/15/02 Moved 9
38 4/1/02 Moved 1
39 4/5/02 Moved 9
40 4/9/02 Personal 10
41 4/9/02 Personal 10
42 4/9/02 Excluded 10
43 4/10/02 Personal 9
44 4/15/02 Transportation 9
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45 4/15/02 Moved 8
46 4/23/02 GED 9
47 4/28/02 Adult Education 10
48 5/13/02 GED 10
49 6/6/02 GED 10
50 6/13/02 Moved 1
51 6/24/02 Dissatisfied 7
52 6/24/02 Missed friends 10
53 6/24/02 Transportation 5
54 6/24/02 Sports 4
55 6/24/02 Transportation 2
56 6/24/02 Different culture 3
57 6/24/02 Different culture 5
58 6/24/02 Transportation K
59 6/24/02 Moved 5
60 6/24/02 Dissatisfied 5
61 6/24/02 Religious 6
62 6/24/02 Different culture 4
63 6/24/02 Dissatisfied 3
64 6/24/02 Moved 6
65 6/24/02 Moved 3
66 6/24/02 Transportation K
67 6/24/02 Dissatisfied K
68 6/24/02 Transportation 1
69 6/24/02 Religious 2
70 6/24/02 Transportation 5
71 6/24/02 Religious 6
72 6/24/02 Religious 2
73 6/24/02 Moved 2
74 6/24/02 Moved 1
75 6/24/02 Missed friends 1
76 6/24/02 Hands-on skills/trade 8
77 6/24/02 Academics/more structure 9
78 6/24/02 More structure/single grade 8
79 6/24/02 Hands-on skills/trade 8
80 6/24/02 Seeking performing arts 8
81 6/24/02 Hands-on skills/trade 9
82 6/24/02 Sports 8
83 6/24/02 Dissatisfied 8
84 6/24/02 Hands-on skill/trade 8
85 6/24/02 Moved 8
86 6/24/02 Single sex 8
87 6/24/02 Dissatisfied 5
88 6/24/02 Moved 5
89 6/24/02 Sports 9
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Summary of Class of 2002 Alumni Placements

College or University Acceptances

Student Name College or University Acceptances

Jaren Anderson

Clark, Hampshire, Marlboro,
New College of the University of South Florida,
St. John’s, UMass-Amherst, UMass-Dartmouth, and
Wheaton

Brendan Burke Quincy

Michael Delaney UMass-Dartmouth and Wentworth

Alexander Etkind Dickinson, UMass Amherst, St. Johns, and Skidmore

Therese Gilman UMass-Amherst

Charles Henderson Valley Forge

Amelia Jordan American, UMass-Amherst

Teresia Benedicta McCarthy St. Benedict’s, St. Mary’s, St. Vincent’s

College or University Student Name

American Amelia Jordan

Clark Jaren Anderson

Dickinson Alexander Etkind

Hampshire Jaren Anderson

Marlboro Jaren Anderson

New College of the
University of
Southern Florida

Jaren Anderson

Quincy Brendan Burke

St. Benedict’s Teresia Benedicta McCarthy

St. John’s Jaren Anderson, Alexander Etkind

St. Mary’s Teresia Benedicta McCarthy

St. Vincent’s Teresia Benedicta McCarthy

Skidmore Alexander Etkind

UMass-Amherst Jaren Anderson, Alexander Etkind, Therese Gilman,
Amelia Jordan

UMass-Dartmouth Jaren Anderson, Michael Delaney

Valley Forge Charles Henderson

Wentworth Michael Delaney

Wheaton  Jaren Anderson
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Dual Enrollment and Internships

Two students enrolled in courses at UMass-Boston, and one student enrolled in a course
at Massasoit Community College through the state Dual Enrollment Program, where
students can take state college courses tuition free and receive both high school and
college credit. Four students enrolled in courses at Quincy College and one at
Wentworth, which are not part of the state Dual Enrollment Program.

Internships are a requirement for graduation from our school. These internships
provide valuable career experience and foster autonomy, responsibility and promote a
solid work ethic.

Two Level V students have either completed or are currently participating in an
internship for the 2001/2002 academic year at the following businesses:

• DM Technologies, Rockland, MA

• TRO Associates, Boston, MA

Students Suspended or Expelled

Number of students expelled: 0

Number of in-school suspensions: 2 (1 fifth-grade boy; 1 sixth-grade boy)

Number of student suspensions: 56

Student Suspensions

N
u

m
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f
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u
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Reasons for suspensions

9 Disrupting the learning environment

2 Harassing/threatening a teacher

4 Inappropriate behavior

3 Disrespecting a staff member

1 Multiple infractions

5 Threatening behavior

5 Pushing/ punching a student

5 Leaving school without permission

3 Harassment

1 Smoking

13 Violation of absence/tardiness policy

3 Refusing to follow a reasonable request

2 Vulgar language toward staff member

56 TOTAL
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FINANCIAL PROFILE

The following three pages show the unaudited draft financial report for the Fiscal Year
ending June 30, 2002. These include: (1) balance sheet showing assets, liabilities, and
balances as of the end of June 1, 2002; (2) budget and financial report with variances for
the 2002 fiscal year; (3) state and federal grants for Fiscal Year 2002, and (4) Private
Funds for fiscal year 2002. An independent audit for the fiscal year ending June 30,
2002 is currently being prepared. The audit will be available by December 31,2002. If
you wish a copy please call and leave your address at
 (781) 925-1689. When completed, this audit will be provided to the Department of
Education, the Legislature's Joint Committee on Education, Arts, and Humanities, the
members of the SSCS Board of Trustees, the office of the State Auditor, and the State
Inspector General's office.

Following the Fiscal Year 2002 financial report is the projected budget approved by the
Board of Trustees for SSCS for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2003.
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South Shore Charter School
Statement of Financial Position

UNAUDITED For the period ending: June 30, 2002

ASSETS
Current Assets:

Cash $1,093,296
Restricted Cash 7,226
Restoration Fund 40,000
Deposits & Prepaid Expenses 21,368
Accounts Receivable 17,877
Grants/Tuition Receivable 53,166

Total Current Assets $1,232,933

Property & Equipment
Furniture & Equipment $49,563
Technology 189,531
Building & Improvements 141,544
Leasehold Improvements 523,094
Accumulated Depreciation (462,810)

Total Net Property & Equipment $440,922

Total Assets: $1,673,855

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable & Accrued Expenses $50,239
Tuition Advance $0
Pension Obligation 10,353
Operating Leases 7,054
Line of Credit 0
Restricted Foundation & Fundraising 6,439

Total Current Liabilities $74,085

Notes Payable, net of current portion
Mortgage 4 A Street $ 97,015

Total Liabilities: $171,100

Net Assets
Operating $1,437,078
Temporarily Designated 65,677

1,502,755

Total Liabilities and Net Assets $1,673,855
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South Shore Charter School
Statement of Activities and Changes in Net Assets

UNAUDITED For the period ending: June 30, 2002

REVENUES Budget
Approved

Actuals
Per Pupil Tuition $ 2,434,760 $ 2,700,406
State Entitlement Grants 145,037 188,689
State & Fed. Charter Start-Up/Facility 82,303 78,371
Program Fees 66,691 89,890
Project Fundraising & Misc Contributions 42,500 32,293
Competitive Grants 1,365 17,760
Transfer from Development 50,000 50,000

TOTAL REVENUES $ 2,822,656 $ 3,157,409
EXPENSES
Personnel

Administration $ 178,760 $ 137,012
Salaries 1,634,486 $ 1,505,046
Benefits & Insurance 194,500 99,928
Professional Development 15,100 20,584

Total Personnel 2,022,846 1,762,570
Direct Student Costs:

Student Transportation 59,000 55,647
Field Trip Expense 36,200 46,003
Academic Supplies 74,750 75,703
Student Service Contractors 42,300 71,060
Computer Support (incl. Parts & tech consult) 30,000 47,059
Furniture & Equipment 10,000 10,927
Library 2,000 11
Testing/Accreditation 5,000 10,078

Total Direct Student Costs 259,250 316,488
Occupancy

Lease/Rental 131,400 131,100
Taxes 12,500 11,568
Utilities 59,800 42,941
Mainten. Contractors 60,000 70,218
Maintenance Supplies 15,000 12,254

Total Occupancy 278,700 268,081
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Office:

Insurance 33,000 36,192
Supplies 14,400 17,278
Telephone/Communication 22,660 20,241
Advertising 8,000 11,613
Postage & Shipping 3,800 4,309
Printing & Copying 2,500 3,012
Copier Leases/Maintenance & Supplies 24,000 15,627
Professional Fees 18,500 33,512

Total Office 126,860 141,784
Other

Interest, Bank Fees, Payroll Processing 35,000 13,174
Events/Board Retreats/Graduation/Misc. 12,500 10,772
Awards, Fellowships & College Savings 5,000 3,025

Total Other 52,500 26,971
Total Non-Personnel Expenses 717,310 753,324

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE 2,740,156 2,515,894
Operating Net Assets $ 82,500 $ 641,515

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Leasehold Improvements 30,000 16,847
TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES $ 30,000 $ 16,847

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES $ 2,770,156 $ 2,532,741
Principal Loan Repayments 2,500 1,956
Working Capital 50,000 0

TOTAL EXPENDITURES & REPAYMENTS $ 2,822,656 $ 2,534,697

Net Assets after Capital $               - $ 622,712
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South Shore Charter School
State & Federal Grants

UNAUDITED For the period ending: June 30, 2002

State Grants
Charter School Start Up Facilities Grant $ 78,371
Health Education 12,120
Academic Support Services 3,340
Hign School Improvement 7,860
Kindergarten Enhancement Program 39,960

Total State Grants $ 141,651

Federal Grants
Special Education Allocation 94-142 $ 44,920
Title VI 1,717
Teacher Training Math & Science 1,662
Drug Free Schools Districts 1,308
Learn & Serve School Based 16,000
TitleI 32,622
Class Size Reduction 7,310
SPED Professional Development 7,500

Total Federal Grants $ 113,039

Total State & Federal Grants $ 254,690

Local Contract

City of Quincy SCCDA $ 12,370

Private Funds
Use of Funds

Grants
SSCS Foundation, Inc. Academic Supplies, Aides, Misc $ 50,000
Mass.Charter School Assoc. Exemplary Writing Grant 15,000
Mass.Charter School Assoc. Best Practices Stipend 100
Rising Tide Charter School Dissemination Grant 1,140
Hull Cultural Council Theater Grant 1,520

Fundraising & Donations
Project Fundraising Project Supplies/Project Travel 28,734
Parent Donations Misc Contributions 1,801
School Fundraising Misc Event proceeds 1,023
Trustees FY02 Award 225
Donations Unrestricted Donations 510

Total Private Funds $ 100,053
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South Shore Charter School
FY03 Approved Budget

REVENUES Total

Per Pupil Tuition $ 2,522,123
DOE Administered Grants 217,817
Program Fees 65,000
Project Fundraising & Misc Contributions 32,500
Transfer from Development 50,000

TOTAL REVENUES $ 2,887,440

EXPENSES
Personnel

District Leadership & Administration $ 265,060
Instructional Salaries 1,636,850
Benefits & Insurance 177,280
Professional Development-External 23,100

Total Personnel $ 2,102,290
Non-Personnel Expenses

Student Transportation $ 59,000
Field Trip Expense 36,000
Academic Supplies 66,650
Direct Student Services Contractors 52,300
Computer Support 30,000
Furniture & Equipment 15,000
Library 5,000
Testing/Accreditation 7,500

Total Direct Student Costs $ 271,450

Occupancy

Lease/Rental $ 131,400
Taxes 12,500
Utilities 59,800
Maintain. Contractors 60,000
Maintenance Supplies 15,000

Total Occupancy $ 278,700
Office:

Insurance $ 30,000
Supplies 15,000
Telephone/Communication 21,000
Advertising 13,000
Postage & Shipping 6,000
Printing & Copying 6,500
Copier Leases/Maintenance 15,000
Audit & Legal & Consulting 63,500

Total Office $ 170,000
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Other

Interest, Bank Fees, Payroll Processing $ 15,000
Miscellaneous 12,500
Awards, Fellowships & College Savings 5,000

Total Other $ 32,500

Total Non-Personnel Expense $ 752,650
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE $ 2,854,940

Operating Net Assets $ 32,500

Capital Expenditures
Capital Improvements $ 30,000

TOTAL CAPITAL EXPENDITURES $ 30,000

Total Principal Payments $ 2,500

Net Assets after Capital $ 0
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ADDENDUM

Projects

Project-based learning is integral to the school’s mission. Projects are arranged around
three themes: environmental, international or community development. Each project
strives to incorporate four integral components: technology, communication,
community service and entrepreneurship. The school utilizes an incremental approach
to projects; the demands and complexity of projects increase with each level. Projects
not only provide opportunities for academic application, but also introduce students to
the concepts of governance and leadership. Projects encourage communication skills
and teamwork, and they require long-range planning and organizational skills. Students
learn to take risks, make mistakes and learn from those mistakes. They also learn about
conflict resolution and ethical behavior. The results of a recent SSCS Student Project
Survey show that 93% agree or strongly agree that their project provides a service to a
person or group outside of their project.  Also, 83% agree that their project will last a
whole year.  Seventy-nine percent see their project as entrepreneurial and experiential.
Seventy-three percent agree or strongly agree that their project includes community
service work.

The following is a list of criteria for SSCS projects.
Projects shall:

• Provide service to an individual, group or community external to the project.

• Integrate required competencies from the Commonwealth's curriculum frameworks.

• Provide opportunities for the project leader to encourage students to regularly reflect
upon the project’s value, in order to build student's skills in initiative, teamwork, and
critical thinking.

• Be designed by or at least selected and driven by SSCS students.

• Provide leadership and supporting roles for the students.

• Be a rich intellectual endeavor in which  the project leader is always contextualizing
the student's learning to a concrete situation, making pertinent the learning they
have gleaned from their standard coursework.  This helps motivate students by
helping them understand why they need to learn academics while teaching them how
to make complex change happen, and preparing them for their careers and for their
lives as responsible citizen.

• Be an ongoing multi-year endeavor.

• Be entrepreneurial and experiential.

In Level I students are introduced to the project concept and learn how projects are
supported by teamwork and individual responsibility. At this level the most successful
projects are those in which the school itself is the client. Level I students have: planted
and maintained gardens on and around the school's grounds; partnered with an organic
farm (Holly Hill Farm of Cohasset) to help them set up their educational outreach
program; studied art from world cultures and set up art shows exhibiting their versions
of those art forms; and developed an awareness of the basic human needs (food, shelter,
clothing and security) by working with such clients such as Habitat for Humanity and
Wellspring. The students also grew and released monarch butterflies, and worked on the
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school website with the assistant of the technology coordinator. Students in Community
Build Project were the youngest presenters at the Community Service Learning Seminar
in Worchester, MA. These projects have often been the most passionate part of Level I
students’ work and have given them a chance to practice teamwork, initiative,
leadership and community service. These four qualities and actions are central to our
school mission.

Level II students are given a greater voice in developing project goals. Certain skills are
practiced in all Level II projects. These include writing business letters, creating a
budget, completing job applications, making graphs and producing time lines. In
projects, students master technology skills linked to their exit standard and they must
complete at least one exhibition of mastery directly related to their project. Every
student has a job.  Students in the School Store Project donate the money they raise to
various local charities, including Father Bill’s Place, the Home for Little Wanderers and
the Hull Animal Rescue League. The South Shore GuideBook Project completed and
updated guidebooks for Hull, Hingham and Marshfield. Students contacted and
arranged for a local real estate firm to distribute copies to families moving into the area.
These third and fourth graders also gave a formal presentation at a public Board of
Trustees meeting. The School Store and the GuideBook projects have developed web
pages, which may be accessed through the project link on our school website
www.sscs-ma.org.  The Earth’s Little Helpers Project initiated a recycling program
and created brochures informing people about the need to recycle.

At Level III, projects are student-driven. Students set goals and deadlines that serve the
needs of external clients. Clients include the town of Hull, Wompatuck State Park, the
New England Wildlife Center, and other South Shore organizations and communities, as
well as SSCS. Students from this level’s Wave Project presented to the SSCS Board of
Trustees. The Music Project introduced string instruments including the violin, viola
and cello to many students who had never before played an instrument. These same
students held two parent night dinners and presented at the Southeastern
Massachusetts Charter School Communication Festival. Through their work, SSCS was
able to improve its partnership with parents and to help disseminate its model.

Levels IV and V bring students to the point where project participation is defined by
active communication, individually or in teams, with clients of the local and world
community. Level IV and V students demonstrate a high level of commitment to the
goals of their project, and it is this personal investment that promotes academic growth
and project teamwork. The passions of individual students are fueled by goals such as
traveling internationally to aid those less fortunate, designing web pages for business, or
producing a local teen magazine. Members of projects become actively involved in the
leadership and direction of their projects, working in committees and side-by-side with
the project leader. Students who have connected with a project and developed the skills
needed to reach its goals are rewarded with a level of expertise, experience, and often,
social consciousness that is unusually high for a secondary school student. Students in
Levels IV and V participated in an ESL project with Showa University, a Japanese
college for women. SSCS students received high praise from Habitat for Humanity for
their work in El Salvador helping to renovate an orphanage.

Psychologists have found that students retain learning best when the learning is
declarative.  Learning that is declarative is learning that is real, learning that is
connected to previous learning and learning that alters, refines and redefines the
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previously held understandings of the learner. Successful projects at the South Shore
Charter School challenge students in all those ways because the student is not learning
the surface characteristics of a subject to pass a test but is learning and applying
information to real life situations. This happens in our projects because they are multi-
year learning experiences in which the primary goal is to fulfill a real need in the
community.  In order for these projects to be successful ,they need to have a client with
whom the project leader coordinates the student work. The teacher acts as a guide to
ensure that the students challenge themselves and their mindset by building in frequent
opportunities for group and individual self-assessments.

The teaching of specific academic skills is not the aim of a project.  For example, we do
not design a newspaper so that the students will improve their writing.  We design a
newspaper because there is a need in our community for a student-run newspaper to
foster communication within our school community and student empowerment.  The
newspaper may result in students developing excellent writing and editing skills and
more importantly, in helping students understand the value of accuracy and editorial
responsibility. The South Shore Charter School believes that even the youngest child can
do real work that can have a positive effect on the world around them. Successful
projects are embedded with a core ethic of community service, and may be why we have
a student body, which is unusually compassionate and concerned.  We believe in
showing students that the work they do is important for the here and the now, not just
simply as a preparatory step to having an important and significant impact on the world
when they are adults.

We also believe that successful projects need to be rich intellectual endeavors in which
other aspects of a student’s learning are brought to bear on a real and concrete situation.
Projects should help students reevaluate their previously held beliefs and help them
contextualize their previous learning, all necessary conditions for “declarative learning”
and more permanent learning.  Without a rich intellectual content, the project does not
require the student to reexamine his or her previously held beliefs, and the project-
based learning will not produce the same meaningful learning that will help ensure that
academic learning remains with our students for life. For example, before our students
travel to Bolivia to work in an orphanage they study the history of Bolivia as it relates to
American history. When they arrive in South America, they then have a historical and
geographical framework within which to work.  We have found that this broader
perspective makes students not only more effective in the orphanage but it also
strengthens their view of knowledge and the importance of school.  They attain a whole
world view, which is broadened and deepened by their experiences.  They also learn the
value of their standard coursework because the history, science, and foreign language
skills, which the students have acquired in their coursework, is put to immediate
purpose.
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2001/2002 Projects

Level Project Name Theme Client

I Garden Environmental
Local Community, the Hull Garden

Club, the Holly Hill Farm

I Milkweed
Community

Development
Monarch Water Adopt-A-Class

I Community Building
Community

Development

Easter Seals, Wellspring,
Habitat for Humanity,

Leukemia/Lymphoma Society

I Our Community
Community

Development SSCS

I The Sports Project
Community

Development SSCS

I The Ocean Project
Community

Development
SSCS

II South Shore GuideBook
Community

Development
Chamber of Commerce

DeWolfe Real Estate

II Earth’s Little Helpers
Community

Development
Hull Recycling Center

EPA

II The Cyclone School Store
Community

Development

 SSCS, Hull Animal Rescue,
Father Bill’s Place, Wellspring ,

Home for Little Wanderers

III School Governance
Community

Development SSCS Student Community

III
The Wave School Store

and Waveworks
(Production Company)

Community
Development

Level I and III
School Community

Youth Venture

III
Environmental
Interpretation Environmental

New England Wildlife Center
SSCS

III South Shore Publications
Community

Development SSCS Administration

III The Strings Project
Community

Development
SSCS

Southeast Massachusetts Consortium

III
Electronic

Communications Project
Community

Development Pizza Box

IV and V World Build International
Habitat for Humanity
South Shore Habitat

Citizens Housing and Planning Assoc.

IV and V International Perspectives International
Showa Institute

La Alianza Hispana

IV and V Art Project
Community

Development Cultural Community

IV and V Computer Technology
Community

Development School Community

IV and V Journalism Project
Community

Development
School Community

South Shore

IV and V Environmental Design Environmental
Elm Research Institute

School Community

IV and V Classical Guitar
Community

Development
Cultural Community
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Exit Standards

Level I Exit Standards

By the completion of Level I, each student must meet these minimum standards before
progressing to Level II.

For students with an IEP, the IEP may contain details on any modification of Exit
Standards.

A student's teacher may request a waiver of no more than one exit requirement by
written explanation to the Level Coordinator.

Student must submit evidence that she/he has met all the exit standards to the Head of
the Primary School.

Internal and External Performance Evaluations:

1. Participate and meet the year-long project goals, including one project related
Exhibition of Mastery.

2. Be making progress towards meeting all Core Curriculum expectations (Math,
Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science) as specified on the progress reports
and in the supporting Curriculum Project rubrics. Also the student must meet the
following explicit performance criteria:

• Score 75% on a dictation test where the sentences are taken from Recipe for Reading.

• Complete fifteen sums to eighteen in one minute with 100% accuracy.

• Complete ten subtraction problems from eighteen in one minute with 100%
accuracy.

• Score 75% on a math computation and concepts test of material covered in the
Second Grade Core Knowledge Book.

3. Complete a Science Fair Project for both first and second grade if the student
attended SSCS for both of those years.

4. Take the CAT5 or CAT6 , Level 12 (or a similar grade equivalent on another
nationally normed test.)

Portfolio:

Complete the following writing portfolio using the Collins writing guidelines.
• Friendly Letter (Type 4 )

• Paragraph (Type 5 )

• Book Report (Type 5 )

• Scientific Writing (Type 3 )

• Collins (Type 2) writing pieces on four of the following six subject areas: The Cycle of
Life and Seasons, The Water Cycle, Insects, The Human Body, Magnetism, and
Simple Machines
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• Collins (Type 2) writing pieces on Asia, Ancient Greece, American History, and the
Geography of North America, South America, or Massachusetts

• Poem (optional)

• A Letter of Recommendation written by the student’s pod teacher

Arts:

Perform in at least two public performances per year, such as the Winter Solstice
Concert or History Play in the second grade year.

Community Service:

A student must complete and document five acts of community service in the second
grade year.

Level II Exit Standards

By the completion of Level II, each fourth grader must meet these minimum standards
to be promoted to Level III.

For students with an IEP, the IEP may contain details on any modification of Exit
Standards.

Any student may request a waiver of no more than one exit requirement by written
appeal to the Head of School and the Education Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Student must submit evidence that he/she has met all the Exit Standards to the Head of
the Primary School.

Internal and External Performance Evaluations:

1. Complete yearlong project competencies including two Exhibitions of Mastery
(one is project-related, the other is the Science Fair project) per year enrolled in
Level II. (Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Progress Reports
and Exhibition of Mastery Scoring Rubrics.)

2. Receive a passing grade (progressing or better on final progress report) in all
Core Curriculum Courses: Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, Science.
(Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Progress Report.)

3. Achieve a grade equivalent score of at least 3.5 on CAT5 or CAT6 (or a similar
grade equivalent on a similar test as is required schoolwide) in Total Math and
Total Reading.

Portfolio:

Present a portfolio to a panel of judges that includes pod teacher and peers.
(Standardized scoring rubrics must be attached to all student portfolio pieces. A
minimum score of 70% must be obtained.)
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• Seven required written pieces meeting Collins Type 5 standards:

• Friendly Letter

• Persuasive Essay (related to community service or project work)

• Research Paper

• Compare and Contrast Essay

• Fictional Writing

• Descriptive

• Poem

The Portfolio must also include;

• a sample of best artistic work from a course or project (including literary work,
dance, music, theater or visual arts)

• One letter of recommendation from student’s teacher

Technology:

Meet Level II Technology requirements. (Evidence of meeting this requirement is
documented on Technology rubric included in Progress Reports.)

Community Service:

A student must complete and document 10 acts of community service for each year
enrolled in Level II.

Level III Exit Standards

By the completion of Level III, each student must meet these minimum standards in
order to progress to Level IV.

For students with an IEP, the IEP may contain details on any modification of Exit
Standards.

Any student may request a waiver of no more than one exit requirement by written
appeal to the Head of School and the Education Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Student must submit evidence that he/she has met all the Exit Standards to the Head of
the Primary School.

Internal and External Performance Evaluations:

Receive a passing grade (C- or better) each trimester and meet the yearlong project
goals, including one project-related Exhibition of Mastery with an average score of 4 per
year enrolled in Level III. (Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Progress
Reports and Exhibition of Mastery Scoring Rubrics.)

1. Achieve a passing grade (C- or better) each trimester in all Core Curriculum
courses: Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, Science and World Language.
(Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Progress Reports.)
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2. Achieve a grade equivalent of 6.5 on CAT5 or CAT6, Level 17 (or a similar grade
equivalent on a similar test as is required schoolwide) in Total Language, Total
Reading and Total Math.

Portfolio:

Present a portfolio to a panel of judges, which must include at least one faculty member
and the Level Coordinator. (Scoring rubrics must be attached to all student portfolio
pieces. A minimum score of 80% must be attained for each piece and for the final
presentation.)

The Seventh Grade Portfolio must include these Collins Type 5 pieces:
• Letter of Reflection on Community Service, accompanied by evidence of completion

of 15 hours of community service per year in Level III

• Persuasive Essay

• Poem

• Multi-scene Play

• Essay on a Work of Literature

• Creative Writing (Science Fiction)

• Research Paper to accompany an Exhibition of Mastery

It must also include:
• Resume

• Sample of best artistic work from a course or project (including literary work, dance,
music, theatre or visual arts)

• A Letter of Recommendation written by the student’s pod teacher.

Arts:

Perform in at least one public performance per year, such as Winter Solstice Concert or
Shakespearean Play.

Science and Technology:
• Complete a Science Fair Project and Paper with a passing grade of 75% or higher for

each year in Level III. (Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Progress
Reports and on Scoring Rubrics.)

• Present the Science Fair Project as an Exhibition of Mastery receiving an average
score of 4. (Evidence of meeting this standard is documented on the Exhibition of
Mastery Scoring Rubrics.)

• Acquire Level III Technology Competencies (Evidence of meeting this requirement is
documented in the technology competency checklist)

Community Service:

A student must complete and document 15 hours of community service for each year
enrolled in Level III.
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Level IV Exit Standards

By the completion of Level III, each student must meet these minimum standards in
order to progress to Level IV.

For students with an IEP, the IEP may contain details on any modification of Exit
Standards.

Any student may request a waiver of no more than one exit requirement by written
appeal to the Head of School and the Education Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Student must submit evidence that he/she has met all the Exit Standards to the portfolio
panel.

Internal and External Performance Evaluations:

1. Receive a passing grade (C- or better) and meet the yearlong project goals,
including two project-related Exhibitions of Mastery per year enrolled in Level IV.
(Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Grade reports and
Exhibition of Mastery Scoring Rubrics.)

2. Achieve a passing grade (C- or better) in Core Curriculum courses for each year:
English/Language Arts, Math, Social Studies & Science. (Evidence of meeting this
standard is documented in Grade Report.)

3. Meet the Massachusetts MCAS requirements for eighth grade or must achieve a
grade equivalent of 9.5 on CAT test (or a similar grade equivalent on a similar test
as is required school wide), in Total Math, Total Language and Total Reading.

Portfolio:

The portfolio is presented to a panel of judges, which must include a faculty member
and the Guidance Counselor, Assistant Head of School, or Head of School. (Scoring
rubrics must be attached to all student portfolio pieces.)

1. Five writing pieces meeting Collins Type 5 standards.

2. Language Arts

3. Mathematics

4. Science

5. Social Studies

6. Essay related to student’s Project work

7. One MLA formatted research paper, not less than 1500 words earning a grade of B or
better. (Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in an attached rubric.)

8. One reflective essay on community service work.

9. One resume.

10. A sample of best artistic work from a course or project (including literary work, dance,
music, theater, or visual arts).

11. One letter of recommendation from the student’s advisor or a faculty member.
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Technology:

Criteria still needs to be determined

Community Service:

A student must complete and document no less than 30 hours of community service for
each year enrolled in Level IV.

Level V Exit/Graduation Standards
By the completion of Level V, each SSCS graduate must meet these minimum standards.

For students with an IEP, the IEP may contain details on any modification of Exit
Standards.

Any student may request a waiver of no more than one exit requirement by written
appeal to the Head of School and the Education Committee of the Board of Trustees.

Student must submit evidence that he/she has met all the Exit Standards to the portfolio
panel.

Internal and External Performance Evaluations:

1. Receive a passing grade (C- or better) and meet the year long project goals,
including two project related exhibitions of mastery per year enrolled in Level V.
(Evidence of meeting this standard is documented in Grade reports and
Exhibition of Mastery Scoring Rubrics.)

2. Achieve a passing grade (C or better) in all Core Curriculum courses: English/
Language Arts, Math, Social Studies, Science and World Language (evidence of
meeting this standard is documented in Grade Report.)

3. Meet the Massachusetts MCAS graduation requirements (class of 2003). Students
graduating before 2003 must achieve a Grade Equivalent of 11.0 on CAT5 or CAT6
Level 20, testing in Total Math and Total Reading.

4. Complete, with a grade of C or better, at least one pre-approved three-credit course
at an accredited college or university.

5. Attain an averaged score of 70% in a formal debate on a significant historical or
contemporary moral or legal issue evaluated by a panel of no less than three
judges. Judges are defined as faculty members and qualified adult members of the
community.

Portfolio:

1. Present a portfolio to a panel of judges which must include a faculty member, and
the Guidance Counselor, Assistant Head of school or Head of School. (Scoring
rubrics must be attached to all student portfolio pieces. A minimum score of 70%
must be obtained.)

Eight required written works (Writing pieces must meet Collins Type 5 Standards)
• Language Arts
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• Mathematics

• Science

• Social Studies

• Essay related to students Project work

• One MLA formatted research paper, not less than 2500 words, utilizing technological
and literary sources

• One resume

• One reflective essay on community service work

2. A sample of best artistic work from a course or project (including literary, dance,
music, theater or visual arts)

3. One accredited college or university letter of acceptance

4. Two letters of recommendation from student's advisor, faculty member, guidance
counselor or Head of School

Technology:
Attain Microsoft User Certification

Community Service:

A student must complete and document 75 cumulative hours or a highly significant
project(s) which was (were) approved by the school.*

Core Curriculum Requirements – Levels IV and V

Math English Language Arts
Science and
Technology

History

Transitions
Math* Writer’s Workshop* Integrated Science** US History

Math I
(IMP I) American Literature Biology World Cultures I

Math II
(IMP II) English Literature Chemistry World Cultures II

Math III
(IMP III) World Literature Physics 20th Century Political

History

Math IV
(IMP IV) Ethics Computer Applications

(equiv. 1 semester)

* Entering 8th graders who already demonstrate proficiency in course material may take
Math I/American Literature.

** Proposed course
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Seven Year Site Visit Report

SITE VISIT REPORT

South Shore Charter School
Hull, MA

May 1, 2002

South Shore Charter School (SSCS) is in its seventh year of operation and in its second charter
term as a Commonwealth charter school serving 350 students in a comprehensive K-12
program. Its campus is divided among three buildings organized into two divisions, primary and
secondary. The primary division is subdivided into multi-age levels: I (K-2), II (3-4) and III (5-
7). The secondary division includes Level IV (8-10) and Level V (11-12). The buildings are spaced
over several miles in the peninsular village of Hull, MA. SSCS is committed to project based,
experiential learning where students are involved in the life of the larger community and
perform meaningful work that has academic and social utility. The curriculum is constructed
around the Core Knowledge Sequence by E. D. Hirsch, and provides a rich detailed program
that is correlated with the MA frameworks. The school’s organization into two divisions reflects
a focus on a developmental framework for students in grades K-7. The secondary level has
developed a sequence of core courses that reflect the standards in the Massachusetts Curriculum
Frameworks.

An eleven member Board of Trustees consisting of eight parents, one community member, two
teachers (one representative from each level primary and secondary) and one student govern the
operations of South Shore Charter School. At the time of the visit the Board was nearing final
selection of a new Executive Director after a yearlong search for the candidate most suited to the
school’s needs.

South Shore Charter School draws its students from more than twenty communities in the
South Shore area. Half of the students come from Hull, with considerable representation from
Cohasset, Scituate, and Weymouth. The SSCS’s charter caps the enrollment at 478. However,
the limited facilities only permit SSCS to comfortably house 350 students. The school has
maintained enrollment of 350 and above the past two years. The school has a moderate waiting
list of 35 students most of whom are waiting for seats in the primary school. The secondary
division is slightly under-enrolled by 25 students.

The site visit on May 1, 2001, was conducted by the following participants:

• Dr. Karen Laba, SchoolWorks Project Manager, Beverly, MA
• Emilys Peña, Assistant Headmaster, Boston High School, Boston MA
• Julie R. Lane, Director for Charter School Development, Charter School Office, MA

DOE
• Rebecca Holmes, Director of Research and Finance, Charter School Office, MA DOE
• Melanie Winklosky, Special Assistant to the Board of Education, MA DOE
• Larry DeSalvatore, Jr. Ph.D., Assistant Director, Champion Charter School of

Brockton, Brockton, MA
• Kathryn Ciffolillo, Freelance Editor/Writer, North Easton, MA
• Ruth Gass, Director, Ben Franklin Classical Charter School, Franklin, MA

Prior to the visit, the team reviewed the school’s Accountability Plan, its most recent Annual
Report, the Renewal Inspection Report, and student achievement data. At the school for the
daylong visit, the team observed classes and met with the school’s Administrative Coordinator,
members of the Board of Trustees, parents, teachers and students.
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The purpose of this visit is to corroborate and augment the information contained in the school’s
annual report and accountability plan and to collect information that will help the
Commonwealth decide whether to renew its charter. The focus of the visit is on three central
questions:

Is the academic program a success?
Is the school a viable organization?
Is the school faithful to the terms of its charter?

The team’s responses to these three questions are detailed below.

KEY QUESTION I: IS THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM A SUCCESS?

• Is the school’s curriculum based on high academic standards, both in terms of content and
performance?

Primary:

Yes. The South Shore Charter School’s written curriculum in Levels I (K-2), II  (3-4) and III (5-
7), is based on the national Core Knowledge Sequence (CKS). The primary grades were
recognized by the Core Knowledge foundation as a Core Knowledge School in 1995. With the
help of an outside educational consulting service, SSCS aligned their existing CKS curriculum
with the MA Curriculum Frameworks. This alignment allowed faculty to address content that is
not covered in the CKS and support improved student performance on the MCAS. The primary
curriculum emphasizes math and language arts.  SSCS adopted Everyday Mathematics for
grades K-6 and used direct phonics instruction based on the program outlined in Recipe for
Reading. The primary faculty also developed additional benchmarks in literacy and uses the
John Collins Writing program to augment their writing curriculum.

SSCS uses a course of study designed to develop competence in basic skills and complements
that with projects that helps students bring their content learning to life. Through the structure
of the academic day and the organization of the curriculum the school provides a balanced
academic and project-based learning environment. SSCS model of multi-aged classes and low
student teacher ratios provides personalized guidance. Students typically spend mornings
working individually or in small groups on grammar, writing, math and science while afternoons
are reserved for projects arranged around three themes: environmental, international or
community development. Projects not only provide opportunities for academic application, but
also introduce students to governance and leadership.

The demands and complexity of projects increase with the levels. At Level I students are
introduced to the project concept. At Level II, students are given a greater voice in developing
project timelines and goals and at Level III projects are predominantly student-driven. Students
spend 2-5 hours a week on projects and the focus group members unanimously claim the
projects are the most worthwhile learning experiences as SSCS.

In the classrooms observed by the visiting team, most students were engaged and actively
participating in the lesson. Spaces were brightly decorated with student work, and numerous
plants and views of the ocean from many aspects contributed to the creation of a welcoming
environment. Classroom work is fast-paced, often more reminiscent of an office than a
schoolroom. Students corroborated the visiting team’s observations that teachers make frequent
use of cooperative groups, expecting students to be active learners by participating in
discussions and brainstorming sessions. The various tasks students were performing during the
visit confirm that the curriculum material provided to us by the school engages students in
lessons with a high degree of enthusiasm and interest.
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Secondary:

Yes. The SSCS secondary academic program is based on traditional subject-based classes in the
morning and projects in the afternoon. The secondary level has developed a sequence of core
courses that are aligned with the Massachusetts curriculum frameworks.

Levels IV (8-10) and V (11-12) use the Integrated Math Program (IMP). The curriculum is very
closely aligned with the Massachusetts frameworks. IMP integrates algebra, geometry,
trigonometry, calculus, statistics, with an emphasis on solving “real world” problems. Much of
the material in IMP is based on open-response questions, similar to the type found in one of the
MCAS math sections. The secondary level uses the John Collins Writing program to supplement
their language arts curriculum.

In the secondary division, class activity and discussions varied in quality, challenging in some
cases and less engaging in others. Some teachers planned lively activities to make abstract
concepts concrete. For example, the biology teacher planned a Jelly Bellyology activity to help
students learn how to use a dichotomous key. The history teacher motivated students to learn
vocabulary for an upcoming test by timing students’ responses (approximately 20 terms defined
in 2 minutes and 47 seconds). The IMP math teacher had students working on data collection of
swinging pendulum using timers and Microsoft Excel. In physics, five students were testing
batteries with lights. The English class was structured as a seminar, with a high level of
engagement as students interpreted a haiku poem and brainstormed topics for their writer’s
notebooks. The rigor of the curriculum taught is challenging and consistent with the standards
reflected in the Massachusetts frameworks. Teachers’ attention to maintaining high levels of
student engagement contributes to the demonstration of rigorous expectations for all students.

As described in school documents, projects at the upper grades bring students to the “point
where project participation is defined by active communication, individually or in teams, with
clients of the local and world community”. Students value their involvement with a wide variety
of project types, and some students described the lessons learned in a project as “life changing.”
One student joined the journalism project and since has decided that he wants to be a writer.
Standards for student projects and promotion and graduation standards at SSCS are clear and
explicit. Rubrics are used to score student work and students have learned to use the tool to
evaluate their own performance. The quality of student work observed during the visit reflects
high academic expectations at the secondary level.

• Has student performance improved or been persistently strong on internal and external
assessments?

Internal:  Yes. Internal measures used by teachers at SSCS to regularly monitor progress
toward proficiency are: student grades, student portfolios, progress reports, Exhibitions of
Mastery, as well as additional Exit Standards. Student work is graded using rubrics that parallel
the scoring used in the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS).

SSCS uses portfolio assessment with rubric-scored work products collected to demonstrate
proficiency in content and skills. A new portfolio review process has been developed to assess
student work across the curriculum, in order to determine whether a student is ready to
progress to the next level. Progress reports are comprehensive and detailed and communicate to
parents their child’s achievement.

Teachers in Levels III, IV and V use an electronic online grading system THINKWAVE. In the
upper two levels, the program allows parents and students secure online access to their grades
over the course of the marking period. Exhibitions of Mastery for the upper level students are
required to receive passing grades on projects. Over the last school year, 94% of Level 1 students
moved to Level II, 100% of Level II students advanced, and 90% of Level III students “passed”
to the next higher grade.  Fewer Level IV students achieve the passing grade (65%) and 94% of
Level V students demonstrated sufficient mastery to graduate. Exit standards beyond the
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Exhibitions have been revised and refined to include both internal and external performance
evaluations for promotion to the next level.

External: South Shore Charter School administers the Terra Nova norm referenced test and its
students participate in the MCAS state assessments.  In general, South Shore students rank
above the national average on the Terra Nova. On the MCAS, students in the elementary grades
generally meet or exceed state averages while secondary students vary in comparison to state
averages.

Table 1:  SSCS Terra Nova October 01
(mean
nce)

(n) Reading Languag
e

Math Total Science Social
Studies

Grade 1 22 65.8 72.5 58.1 65.0 Na Na
Grade 2 23 66.2 58.4 71.3 65.8 60.7 67.2
Grade 3 24 58.2 55.7 61.0 59.3 62.6 60.3
Grade 4 15 62.8 60.9 62.1 62.8 60.1 62.0
Grade 5 31 69.3 70.2 66.9 69.8 66.1 67.2
Grade 6 21 70.7 68.9 66.0 70.1 69.1 71.1
Grade 7 25 70.4 66.2 63.98 67.1 66.8 71.0
Grade 8 24 63.7 62.3 59.4 61.8 61.3 63.9
Grade 9 20 58.6 57.5 54.5 57.6 56.7 57.6
Grade 10 15 50.8 50.3 48.0 49.8 50.4 52.1
Grade 11 7 60.3 50.1 48.4 51.0 63.1 58.4
Grade 12 6 82.2 77.5 64.2 77.2 77.8 80.2

Performance on the Terra Nova indicates that South Shore students perform at or above the
national norm (50th percentile) in the total battery at all grades levels on the Fall, 2001
administration of the test.

MCAS:  On the first administration of the MCAS Reading assessment for third graders, South
Shore students did not perform as well as the average third grader in the state.  Eighty seven
percent of South Shore third graders scored at the Advanced and Proficient levels compared
with 93% of students statewide.

Grade 3 Reading (2001 – first year tested)
n SS A P W

Reading SSCS 23 28 48 39 13
State 62 31 7

Grade 4 students at SSCS exceeded state averages on the 2001 MCAS in English Language Arts
and Mathematics tests. The most recent group of fourth graders at SSCS surpassed their
previous fourth grade classmates on both tests.

Grade 4
n SS A P NI W

ELA 2000 33 232 0 21 61 18
2001 31 240 0 65 32 3

State 239 7 44 38 11
Math 2000 33 235 9 33 39 18

2001 31 240 6 32 58 3

State 235 10 24 46 19

Sixth graders were tested in Mathematics for the first time in Spring 2001.  South Shore sixth
grade students exceeded the state average scaled scores, and had 10% fewer students in the
warning category.
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Grade 6 –Mathematics (2001 -- first year tested at this grade)
n SS A P NI W

SSCS 40 235 8 40 30 23

State 233 13 23 30 33

South Shore seventh graders also surpassed the statewide average scaled score in English
Language Arts, although no SSCS students scored in the highest category for the test.

Grade 7–English Language Arts (2001 -- first year tested at this grade)
n SS A P NI W

SSCS 27 242 0 70 22 7

State 239 6 49 32 12

In the eighth grade, South Shore students fell below the state average scaled score in both
English Language Arts and Mathematics.  A higher percentage of SSCS students scored in the
warning category in ELA, while the percentage of SSCS eighth grade students in 2001 almost
matched the statewide percentage in the warning group for the Mathematics test.  Far fewer
members of the 2001 class of eighth graders scored in the lowest rank than did their
predecessors in the class of 2000, a positive trend for South Shore.

Grade 8
ELA n SS A P NI W
2000 SSCS 236 8 50 27 15
2001 SSCS 26 234 0 46 36 18
2001 State 242 8 59 25 8
Math
2000 SSCS 223 8 19 19 54
2001 SSCS 26 224 0 7 61 32
2001 State 233 11 23 34 31

South Shore enrolls a very small number of students in the tenth grade, making comparisons
with state averages less than reliable.  However, the trend over the past two years among class
groups at SSCS shows a smaller percentage of students scoring in the Failing category for both
the English Language Arts and Mathematics components of the MCAS.  Passing scores on these
two assessments are now required for graduation for all students, raising concern for the 40% of
SSCS students failing mathematics, and the 13% failing ELA.  Information on test retakes was
not discussed due to the small number of students involved.

Grade 10
ELA n SS A P NI F
2000 SSCS 17 230 12 12 47 29
2001 SSCS 15 230 0 20 67 13
2001 State 239 15 35 31 18

Math

2000 SSCS 17 227 12 29 6 53
2001 SSCS 15 224 0 7 53 40
2001 State 237 18 27 30 25

Overall, students in the elementary grades at South Shore Charter School outperform their
statewide peers on the MCAS tests.  At the eighth and tenth grade, South Shore students are not
as successful in comparison to state averages, but trends among consecutive groups of students
at South Shore show fewer ranking in the lowest score categories.
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KEY QUESTION II: IS THE SCHOOL A VIABLE ORGANIZATION?

• Are the school’s purposes and objectives clear and thoroughly understood by those
connected with the school -- governing body, professional staff, students, and parents?

Yes. Several core elements of the mission of SSCS were consistently communicated in interviews
with board members, staff, students, and parents.  During the interviews, there were numerous
references to SSCS as a school that fosters teamwork and leadership skills through its focus on
project based learning.  Members of the Board of Trustees described SSCS as a “small
community” where every student counts and where students get involved in the governance
process that emphasizes leadership and teamwork.  Teachers explained that through projects,
students learn to work as a team and accomplish a goal.  Students articulated that the school has
helped them learn about themselves by providing an education that focuses on life skills,
responsibility, and independence.  Parents reiterated the students’ words, praising SSCS for
helping develop a well-rounded person by proving an education that focuses on students’ social
and emotional development.

• Is the school safe?

Yes.  All stakeholders interviewed expressed that SSCS is a safe school.  Evidence from
classroom observations reveals effective classroom management in most cases.  Students were
on task and seemed to follow class rules in most cases. Parents explained that no fighting occurs
at SSCS and they feel the school is very safe.  Administrators and students attribute the
respectful treatment of teachers for students as a primary factor that contributes to the school’s
safe and nurturing environment.
• Are the physical facilities adequate for the program of the school?

The number one complaint voiced by parents, teachers, students, and board members was the
lack of appropriate physical facilities. SSCS is housed in three different buildings, each with
leases with different terms. The search for an adequate school building and site has been a
priority for the facilities committee. Teachers and administrators make the best out of their
available space. However, everyone from the Board to the students expressed a desire to relocate
to a bigger campus. The lack of appropriate facilities limits long term planning.

Some of the classrooms at the secondary school are barely suitable to accommodate small class
sizes. The secondary facility lacks a library and laboratory space.  The elementary facility is lined
with windows overlooking the harbor and the Boston skyline in the distance.  Rooms are bright
and cheerful.  The middle grades’ building has comfortable though not generous classroom
space and sufficient resources for the students to be served.

The primary school built a playground next to each of its two buildings with ample space for
students at recess and for outdoor physical education, the secondary school faces a parking lot
with no designated area for physical activities. Parents of students at both the primary and
secondary levels voiced a need for a gymnasium.

• Are professional staff members qualified by training and/or experience in the areas to which
they are assigned?

Yes.  The professional staff at SSCS is qualified and has the experience to support the school’s
academic program.  According to the current staff roster, most teachers at SSCS have earned
degrees in the area to which they are assigned, and are trained in their subject area.  Teaching
experience varies with a mix of new and veteran teachers.

Years in Education 1-4 5-9 10+
SSCS staff 15 12 10
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The school has also retained a core group of staff members and continues to add new faculty,
producing a wide distribution of experience.

Years at SSCS 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Number of Staff 6 6 6 2 4 9 11

New teachers are given the opportunity to participate in a mentoring program with a veteran
teacher serving as their support.  Resources are effectively used for professional training in Core
Knowledge Sequence, Everyday Math, and IMP.

• Does the school have an effective governance structure and administrative organization for
carrying out the purposes and objectives of the school?

The Board consists of members who represent a range of community interests, including legal
services, business, and mental health providers. All but one voting member of the Board are also
parents of students at SSCS, and many began their association with the school when their
children enrolled. One SSCS student sits on the Board for a one year term, and two teachers and
the Executive Director serve as ex officio members.  Drawing on advice from the Department of
Education “Blue Book,” the South Shore Charter School Board has constructed a draft of roles
and responsibilities for it own members and for the administrators of the school.  The list
includes items that assure compliance with legal requirements as well as the generic charge to
develop policies that ensure that the school meets the commitments of its charter.  According to
interviews during the site visit, recent Board discussions have focused on teacher salaries, new
facilities and hiring a new Executive Director. The search for the Director has been a persistent
challenge to the Board, given the broad grade range of the school and its blend of Core
Knowledge and project based learning.  Presently, the school leadership team consists of the
Heads of the Secondary Schools, the Special Education Administraor, the Finance Directorm
coordinated by the Head of the Primary School, a founding staff member with broad
understanding of the school’s needs.

From interviews during the site visit, there were indications of some tension between the Board
and administrative team.  The departure of key administrators and the delay in appointing a
new Executive Director has challenged the current administrators to perform additional tasks
beyond their regular responsibilities for an extended time.  As one parent put it, “There seems to
be a cultural divide between business people and educators” and there are “no voting educators
on the Board”. Communication between Board and school leaders appears to be less free-
flowing and clear than would be ideal.  Board members noted that mediation between their
membership and SSCS staff was planned.  The present Director search and appointment will be
a critical period for the school’s governance structure.

The administrative organization consists of an Executive Director (vacant at the time of the site
visit), the Head of the Primary School and the Head of the Secondary School. In addition to the
Head, there are three experienced teachers serve as level coordinators for each multi-grade
configuration, liaisons between the Primary Head and the remote facilities. The heads of the
Primary and Secondary schools carry out daily management of operations and monitoring of
instruction. They are responsible for teacher evaluation and curriculum coordination within and
across levels.  The school has a Director of Special Services for K-12 who is responsible for
servicing all students with IEP or 504 plans. The Head of the Secondary school recently resigned
and the assistant head will be taking over as interim and a search committee has been formed to
fill this permanently.

The school has maintained a stable enrollment over the course of its seven years of operation,
with an ongoing decline in the number of students attending in the secondary grades.  The
reasons for withdrawal have been consistent over time, namely, a desire for more program and
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extracurricular options than available at SSCS.  The small size of Levels IV and V (grades 8-12)
and their location in a separate facility, as well as the change in the organization of the academic
program into more ‘traditional’ subject area blocks, promotes the impression that it is a discrete
“school” under the SSCS model. School leaders face the challenge of maintaining a sense of unity
among all divisions of the school, particularly one distributed among three locations.

• Are parents satisfied with the performance of the school?

Yes. Parents feel like they are “partners in the education of their children”. Parents attending the
focus group explained that they felt welcomed and appreciated the frequent communication
with the school. Parents are actively engaged and involved in numerous aspects of the school.
For example, they are involved in the search for a new Executive Director, they participate in
hiring decisions, and they volunteer in classrooms. Parents praised the attention teachers
provided their children. Many parents (especially at the secondary level) choose SSCS because
traditional school had not worked for their children. They attribute the small class size and the
sense of family and community to why their children are prospering educationally. Parents
echoed their children’s comments that the school is safe. Parents enjoy the detailed progress
reports they receive three times a year at the primary levels and four times a year at the
secondary.  In Level 1, teachers write a page for each subject area talking about their child’s
strengths and areas needing improvement.

The results of a comprehensive survey distributed at the end of the 2000-2001 school year
support the sentiments expressed by the small sample of parents at the focus group.  The survey
invites responses to questions specifically linked to the school’s charter and accountability plan,
allowing the school to focus its attention and the attention of the parents responding to the
survey on the actual terms of the school’s operating charter.  A summary of the survey results
included in the school’s 2001 Annual Report indicates strong support in almost all areas, with a
few expressions of disagreement in the discussion of adequate facilities and computer ratios.

KEY QUESTION III: IS THE SCHOOL FAITHFUL TO THE TERMS OF ITS CHARTER?

• Do the school’s curriculum, program, and activities seem consistent with essential legal and
regulatory requirements?

Yes.  As far as could be determined, the school complies with the essential legal and regulatory
requirements.  SSCS underwent a Program Quality Assurance audit in the Spring of 1998 and a
mid-cycle audit in January 2002 conducted by the Department of Education to assess the
school’s compliance with federal requirements for special education, Title I, and civil rights
regulations.  The school submitted a corrective action plan for areas of non-compliance, which
was accepted by the Department of Education.  The school continues to submit progress reports.

The school runs a longer school day than typical and provided instruction for 189 days for the
2001-2002 school year, exceeding state instructional time requirements by 138 hours at the
Secondary Level and 48 hours at the Primary Level.

• Has the school made efforts to disseminate models for replications and best practices to the
public?

Yes. In addition to hosting visitors from other schools and agencies, South Shore Charter School has
been featured in broadcast media programs and has been the subject of published articles in the Boston
Globe, Core Knowledge Foundation magazine, Hull Times and others. Topics include incorporating art
into the Open Circle curriculum, senior citizens as reading tutors, teaching every child to read and project-
based learning. Faculty presentations include several at the MA Charter School Association, the 10th Core
Knowledge National Conference and the Brooklyn District 17 Core Knowledge Conference. Students
presented at the MA Service Learning Conference about project-based learning.  The Board presented to
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the MA Charter School Association Best Practices Conference about board meeting effectiveness and
organization.

• Is the school becoming the school it promised to become in its charter?

Yes. South Shore Charter School has been successful at maintaining its focus on the central
elements of its mission “to foster initiative, critical thinking, leadership, teamwork, and
communication”. This is achieved through multi-age classrooms where students work
independently or in groups fostering teamwork and communication. SSCS also promotes life
skills through their community-based learning projects. Projects not only provide opportunities
for the application of academic learning to authentic situations, but also introduce students to
governance and leadership, allowing them to take responsibility for organization and planning.
Students are encouraged to learn to take risks, make mistakes and learn from those mistakes.
There are lessons incorporated into the school program to learn conflict resolution skills and
ethical behavior.

Another aspect of the mission calls for “dissemination of SSCS educational model across
Massachusetts”. As stated earlier SSCS has worked diligently to disseminate its model. Students
are particularly involved in the dissemination. For example students participate in a “Speaking
America Contest”, No Place for Hate Day in Hull, the Diversity Fair at Hull High School,
Biodiversity Day, Aids Walk, Community Art Show, and a Hike for Habitat for Humanity.

In addition to the school’s mission statement, its accountability plan also lists the goals and
targets it proposes to use to assess its performance. The site visit does not allow sufficient time
to conduct a complete audit of the school’s performance against all its accountability plan goals,
but a summary of some of the school’s major steps in each area is included below.

Student performance goals: The student performance goals listed in the SSCS Accountability
Plan reiterate the learning standards that students will meet as they complete the academic
program at the school. Standards are listed by Levels and then by proficiency skills such as
communication skills, leadership, initiative, communication, community hours and reflection.
A revised list of exit standards indicate which skills and knowledge students will demonstrate to
advance from one level to the next.  As indicated in the 2001 Annual Report and in response to
Key Question 1 in this report, almost all the targets for academic achievement and advancement
have been met for the 2001 term.

School performance goals:  Many of the targets for school performance are in progress or have
been partially met.

--curriculum aligned with the MA frameworks:  K-8 correlation between the Core Knowledge
sequence and the MA Curriculum Frameworks has been completed, and the secondary sequence
is in process.  The school has constructed a scope and sequence for secondary courses consistent
with that expected by the state assessments.

-- access to quality projects:  SSCS has developed a list of criteria for projects which were met by
all activities for the 2000-2001 school year.

--provisions for professional development:  little detail was gathered on this objective, beyond
the reference to the funds expended for professional development for the previous school year.

--academic program will meet all statutory and regulatory requirements:  As noted earlier, the
academic program and special services have been reviewed by the Department of Education and
is meeting compliance requirements indicated by that review.  Because of its longer school day
and year, SSCS exceeds the learning time requirements for MA.

--meet MCAS performance goals as defined by the DOE:  This report details the most recent
results of the MCAS tests, indicating stronger than average performance by elementary level
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students and weaker performance compared with state averages among students in the upper
grades.

--no less than 50th percentile (nce) on norm referenced tests in reading, language arts and
math:  As presented in the first section of this report, the school has met this target.

--promote a mutually respectful culture:  Surveys of students, parents and staff show only a 51%
agreement on items related to this goal, less than the 80% target.

--provide a responsive family partnership:  According to survey results, the SSCS met its 80%
target for this goal.

-- disseminate the SSCS model:  As presented earlier, a number of school staff as well as
students have served as presenters of the SSCS model to other educators and agencies.

-- work with district schools to improve education for all students:  The school’s 2001 Annual
Report lists a number of joint activities that indicate positive steps toward this goal.

Conclusion: The South Shore Charter School continues to succeed at its academic as well as its
social mission to the benefit of the children and parents who are part of the SSCS community. A
slight variation among stakeholders about the SSCS mission was reveled in interviews, with
Board members, teachers and students focusing more on academics and college prep than on
project based learning, both of which are core elements in the mission statement. SSCS students’
academic performance is strong particularly in the elementary grades and they are successful as
they graduate to further education. A well-developed administrative structure has been
hampered by the absence of an Executive Director over the past year, but continues to support
the ongoing refinement of the instructional program.  While struggling over some issues, both
Board and administrators demonstrate a strong commitment to maintaining the supportive
learning environment that nourishes the energy and enthusiasm of the staff and students, an
essential factor contributing to the school’s success.
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Accountability Plan 2001/2002

Student Performance Goals

79 Surveys taken; results reflect all surveys received by 6/30/02

Statement # 1: All students will work towards developing essential skills in initiative, critical thinking, teamwork,
and communication.

Student Objective Performance standard Assessment
Method

Assessment
Schedule

2001 Current
Status 2002

All Level III, IV and V
SSCS students will
participate in
experiential projects
and meet project
requirements

1. 80% of Level III (7th), IV (10th)
and V(12th) SSCS students will
successfully (passing grade of C-
or better) complete project
requirements

Student Grades

Exit Standards

Semester (Level IV
and V) Trimester
(Level III)

 7th, 10th, and 12th

grade

1. Data Tracking form
under development
2. Level III -100%

 Level IV–100%
 Level V-100%

Level III 100%

Level IV 85%
Level V 85%

All Level I and II
SSCS students will
participate in
experiential projects

100% of all Level I and II
students will meet project goals

Student Progress
reports

Exit Standard

Trimester
2nd and 4th Grade

100%Met Goal
100% Met Exit
Standard

1.100%Met Goal
2.100% Met
Exit
 Standard

SSCS Secondary
Students will
demonstrate
proficiency in
communication skills

 1. 80% of SSCS Level IV and V
students will have 2 project
related exhibitions judged
externally. 20% will complete 2
exhibitions with internal scoring.
Scores must average 4.0 or
higher

2. Level V students must attain a
score of 70% in a formal debate

3. Student must complete school
to work internship

Student Exhibition of
Mastery Scoring
Rubrics
2. Scoring rubric by
three judges

3. Employer exit
evaluation

1 per Semester

Annually, at end of
Level V
Annually, at end of
Level V

40% external
52% internal

100%

3. 100%

1. 85% Level IV
and V met
standard100%

3. 77%
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SSCS students will be
provided with
opportunities to take
initiative and assume
leadership within
their projects

75% of respondents to our
annual survey will agree SSCS
provides opportunities for
students in initiative and
leadership

 Satisfaction Survey Annually 89% surveyed agree or
strongly agree

 77% surveyed
agree or
strongly agree

SSCS Primary
Students will
demonstrate
proficiency in
communication skills

100% of Level I, II and III
students will complete project
related Exhibitions of Mastery

Student Exhibition of
Mastery Scoring
Rubrics

Annually Level I - 100%
Level II - 97%

Level III -96%

Level I - 100%
Level II – 100%

Level III –100%

SSCS students will
meet required
Community Service
Hours

90% will meet Community
Service hours

Exit Standard
requirement

Portfolio presentations

2nd, 4th, 7th, 10th,
and 12th Grade

New position of Community
Service Manager budgeted for
2001
Level I - 100%

Level II - 90%
Level III -85%

Level IV –85%
Level V- 100%

60% FTE
Position was
filled
Level I - 100%

Level II - 100%
Level III -91%

Level IV 56%
Level V- 69%

SSCS students will
reflect on initiative,
critical thinking,
leadership, teamwork
and communication
skills

1. Students will complete
reflective surveys on project
work

1. Survey Annually Student Project Survey
under development for
2001 schoolwide use

Survey
developed and
142 out of 334
or 43% of K-12
students in
projects
responded
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Student Performance Goals

Statement # 2: All students will master essential academic skills.

Student Objective Performance standard Assessment
Method

Assessment
Schedule

2001 Current status
2002

Students will be
provided with
detailed exit
standards that set
clear rigorous and
minimum academic
requirements

All students will understand the
standards expected for
promotion

Survey results Annually 86% of respondents
felt Exit Standards
are clearly articulated

 72% of
respondents felt
Exit Standards
are clearly
articulated

Students in all levels
will be able to meet
the passing grade
requirements in the
SSCS exit standards
in order to be
promoted to the next
level or to graduate

All Students will pass each
course or subject ( with a passing
grade of C- or better in Levels
III, IV and V)

Internal: Grade Report Semester and
trimester schedules

Level I - 94%

Level II - 100%
Level III- 90%

Level IV- 65%
Level V- 94%

Level I - 84%

Level II - 90%
Level III- 97%

Level IV- 67 %
Level V- 100 %

Students in Levels I -
V will be able to meet
the portfolio
requirements in the
SSCS exit standards
in order to be
promoted

All Students will complete
required portfolio work (Levels
III - V with a minimum score of
70%)

*Standard raised to 80% in
revised exit standards

Internal: Scoring
Rubrics

2nd, 4th, 7th, 10th,
and 12th Grade

Level I- 94%
Level II - 100%

Level III-96%
Level IV- 64%

Level V- 94%

Level I- 100%
Level II - 100%

Level III- 80%
Level IV-80%

Level V- 100%

Students in Level V will be
able to meet the passing
requirements of the MCAS
as required in the SSCS exit
standards in order to
graduate

100% Level V students must
meet state requirements for
graduation on MCAS

External: MCAS Annually Reporting will begin
with the class of 2003

Reporting will
begin with the
class of 2003
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Students in Level V
will be able to meet
the college course
requirement in the
SSCS exit standards
to graduate

80% of Level V students will
receive a passing grade (C or
better) at an accredited college
or university

External: College
Grade report

End of Level V 94% 100%

Students in Level V
will be able to meet
the technology exit
standard in order to
be promoted to
graduate

100% of Level V students must
attain Microsoft User
Certification

External: User Test End of Level V 94% 100%

Students will be
prepared to take the
MCAS

 75% of SSCS students (in grades
3- 10) will meet or exceed the
Needs Improvement Score

External: MCAS Annually for grades
designated by the
MA DOE

Scores not available
until Fall 2002

Grade 3 Reading :
100%
Grade 4 ELA: 97%

Grade 4 Math: 96%
Grade 5: NA

Grade 6 Math: 78%
Grade 7 ELA:92%
Grade 8 ELA:82%

Grade 8 Math: 68%
Grade 10 ELA: 87%

Grade 10 Math: 60%

Students will be
prepared to take the
SATs

Student scores will be acceptable
for college entry

External: College
Acceptances

Actual Scores

End of Level V

All graduates
accepted to college:
94%

SAT Average: 1060

All Graduates
accepted to college,
100%

SAT Average 1186

Student access to
technology will
support student
learning

75% of parents surveyed felt
technology supported student
achievement
State Recommendations

Internal:  Survey Annually 56% agreed or
strongly agreed

75% agreed or
strongly agreed
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Students will learn in
small classes with a
student/ teacher ratio
of no more than  18 to
1

SSCS will maintain a student/
teacher ratio of no more than
18 : 1

Internal: Class size
Satisfaction Survey

Full Day K Grant

Annually Primary 11:1
Secondary 7:1

93% of survey
responses agreed that
low ratios supported
student learning

Awarded K grant that
placed aides in all K
classrooms

Primary 10.3:1
Secondary 7:1

85%of survey
responses
agreed that low
ratios supported
student learning
Awarded K
grant that
placed aides in
all K classrooms

Student Performance Goals

Statement #3: All students will demonstrate active engagement in their education.
Student Objective Performance standard Assessment

Method
Assessment

Schedule
2001 Current

status 2002

Students will have
access to varied
modalities of
Instruction

SSCS will meet the goal of $150
per student on Professional
Development

Budget Annually
SSCS spent $167 per
student on
Professional
Development

SSCS spent
$160 per
student on
Professional
Development

Students will have
access to a diverse
choice of projects

Project leaders will provide a
variety of project choices from
which students may choose.

Project listing Annually 20 Projects offered 22 Projects
offered
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Students will have
opportunities to
participate in external
and/or community
events

SSCS will publish community
events weekly in the SSCS
Update both on paper and on the
SSCS website

Update
Survey results

Weekly
Annually

Update published
weekly (40 issues)

Website provides
extensive information

Survey: 78% of
respondents feel
student participation
is strong

Update
published
weekly (40
issues)

Website
provides
extensive
information

Survey: 78% of
respondents
feel student
participation is
strong

Students will meet
attendance
requirements

SSCS will maintain an average
daily attendance rate of no less
than 90%

Attendance records Annually K : 95%
Grades 1-12: 94%

K: 95%
Grades 1-12:
91%

 School Performance Goals

Is South Shore Charter School faithful to the terms of its Charter?

Statement #1: SSCS will remain faithful to our charter in providing a balanced academic and project-based
learning environment.

Expectations Expected Outcomes Assessment or
Measurement tool

2001 Current status 2002

All students will have
access to a curriculum
aligned with the MA
curriculum
Frameworks

K-12 Correlation to Revised MA
Frameworks

Correlation K- 8 contracted, will be completed
August 2002

8-12 ongoing

K – 8 CKS Completed
8-12 Ongoing

All students will have
access to quality
yearlong projects

Projects will meet SSCS definition
for Projects

Project Proposal
Forms

100% of projects met approved
criteria

100% of projects met
approved criteria
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Faculty will be
provided
opportunities for
Professional
Development

Faculty will engage in
Professional Development that
directly enhances student
learning or interest

Annual Surveys
Professional
Development
Spending

Comparison to
Recommendations

SSCS spent $167per student on
Professional Development

SSCS spent $160per
student on Professional
Development

SSCS will provide an
educational program
that meets all
applicable statutory
and regulatory
requirements

Special Education
Limited English proficiency

Student learning time
State Testing Requirements
Student Discipline

Health and Safety

See Annual report
Data

Annual Facility
Inspections
Coordinated review
results

Annual report for 2001 completed
August 2001:  all 3 buildings met
local inspections

Annual report for 2002
completed

August 2002:  all 3
buildings met local
inspections

SSCS will meet school
wide performance
goals on MCAS as
determined by MA
DOE

SSCS will respond to weak
performance areas as appropriate

DOE Report 4th Grade Failed to meet

(no increase or decrease)
10th grade Exceeded

(+9.5)

No Information
Available from DOE

SSCS will maintain a
NCE score of no less
than the 50% on CAT5
/CAT6 scores in
reading, language arts
and math for a
combined group of
non-SPED, SPED, and
Title 1 students

(Group includes
Grades 2 - 12 )

SSCS will annually analyze all
CAT 5 or 6 scores and complete
longitudinal analysis. Programs
will be adjusted if needed

CAT 5
Terra Nova (2001)

Met Goal
See Testing Analysis in Annual
Report

Met Goal
See Testing Analysis in
Annual Report
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 School Performance Goals

Statement #2: SSCS will be faithful to its charter by promoting a mutually respectful culture and a responsive
family partnership.

Expectations Expected Outcomes Assessment or
Measurement tool

2001 Current status 2002

SSCS will promote a
mutually respectful
culture

80% of survey respondents will
agree

Annual Satisfaction Survey 51% agreed or strongly
agreed

72% agreed or strongly
agreed

SSCS will provide a
responsive family
partnership

80% of survey respondents will
agree

Annual satisfaction Survey 80% agreed or strongly
agreed

69% agreed or strongly
agreed
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Statement #3: SSCS will be faithful to its charter and share the strengths of our model with schools and
educators throughout the Commonwealth.

Expectations Expected Outcomes Assessment or
Measurement tool

2001 Current status 2002

SSCS will
disseminate its model

SSCS will provide regular
information about our program
to the community at large

Presentations/ Publications

TV/Radio
Visitors

Refer to Dissemination
Attachment

Refer to Dissemination
Section.

SSCS will work with
district schools to
improve education
for all students

SSCS will contact and meet with
local districts to cooperate on
grants and joint programs

Listing of contacts

Kathleen Reynolds,
Superintendent of Hull

Bruce Berman, Hull Middle
School Principal

Hingham High School
Community Montessori School

Offered IMP program to
non -SSCS students
Collaborated on
Biodiversity Day
Investigated joint lunch
program
Share SPED staff

Discussed impact on
district if SSCS moves

Peer educators from
Hingham High School
introduced Anti-
Defamation's League's
World of Difference
Training
Collaborated on
Community Art Show
Shared Speech/Language
staff
Joint Career
Development Center now
under development

1. Cooperative meetings
with other Charter
Schools; Rising Tide,
Match, BFCCS, etc.
2. Public Financial Aid
Night
Seven’s Program, New
England Wildlife
Biodiversity Days
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 Is SSCS a Viable Organization?

Statement #1: SSCS will maintain financial solvency and stability. Please refer to end of year fiscal audit.

Statement #2: SSCS will maintain an enrollment that is stable and near capacity.

SSCS's charter caps our enrollment at 468. Currently our facilities only permit us to house 350 students. This does not
allow for any dedicated space for art, music or world language. Our enrollment figures are stable and slightly over
capacity. We continue to search for new space within our region. We estimate our needs to be approximately 40,000
square feet to meet our cap.

As of June 30 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Student Enrollment 352.75 355 334.05

Wait List 0 35 2

Number of applications 110 134 90

Withdrawals 54 51 91
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Statement #3: SSCS will demonstrate itself to be a viable organization.
Expectation Strategies for attainment 2001 Current status

SSCS will include students,
faculty and parents in its
democratic governance
model

1. Written Communication process

2. Active School Council
3. Focused Working Committees
4. Survey

Published annually

Meets monthly
SSCS offers non government
committees in which students, faculty
and parents work together
93% surveyed agreed that SSCS offers
a strong Democratic model

Published annually

Meets monthly
SSCS offers committees in
which students, faculty and
parents work together
70% surveyed agreed that
SSCS offers a strong
Democratic model

SSCS will strive for strong
teacher retention

Provide mentoring for new teachers
Provide competitive salaries and benefits

Provide a strong commitment to Professional
Development

Primary: 15 out of 17 FTE returning
Secondary: 8-11 FTE returning

Increased benefits for P/T employees

$167 per student on Professional
Development

Primary: 17 out of 18 FTE
returning
Secondary: 11 FTE returning
Instituted compensation
grid for teaching staff, along
with a supplement
agreement to increase
compensation based on per
pupil revenue and FTE
increases beyond base.
$160 per student on
Professional Development
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SSCS will provide clear and
stable leadership

Board of Trustees Training
Ongoing Administration professional
development

Ongoing to DOE draft “Blue “Book”
requirements and Pioneer Institute
recommendations.

Ongoing to the DOE draft
requirements and the
Pioneer Institute
recommendations.

Ongoing per the DOE draft
requirements, other benchmarked
schools, and SSCS Prof Dev Plan.

Ongoing per the DOE draft
requirements, other
benchmarked schools,
Pioneer Institute, MA
Charter School Association.

Search committee in process of hiring new
executive director

Interim Executive Director
announced departure effective June
30, 2001

New Executive Director
starts August 1, 2002, after
one year vacant position.

Primary Head of School at SSCS 6
years

Primary Head of School at
SSCS 7 years

Secondary Head of School, in this
SSCS position, 1.5 years.

Secondary Head of School at
SSCS 2.5 years but resigned
before year end.

81% surveyed felt that SSCS’s
leadership was stable

49% surveyed felt that
SSCS’s leadership was stable

63% surveyed felt Board is strong and
stable.

35% surveyed felt Board is
strong and stable

SSCS will secure adequate
facilities to meet our
students needs

1.Maintain an active facilities committee

2.Engage a commercial real estate firm
3. Seek funding to achieve goal

1. Facilities committee meets
regularly
2. Real estate firm retained
March  2001
3. Development committee formed
4. 63% surveyed felt facilities
adequate

1. Facilities committee meets
regularly and the Board
Chair attended training for
charter school facility and
finance training. Engaged
facilities/financing advisor.

2. Real estate firm retained
3. Development committee
more active and organized.
4. 43% surveyed felt
facilities adequate
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2001/2002 Annual Satisfaction Survey Results

Results are based on 79 responses out of 334.05 received by 6/30/02

School Performance Goals

The seven-year site visit team reported the results of a comprehensive survey that
invites responses to questions specifically linked to the school’s charter and
accountability plan. This allows the school to focus its attention and the attention of the
parents responding to the survey on the actual terms of the school’s operating charter.

A. SSCS will remain faithful to our charter in providing a balanced academic
and project-based learning environment.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

No
Opinion

Don't
Know

1. Balance of
academic/projects 24% 66% 6% 0 4% 0

2. Computer ratio 3.8 to 1 20% 48% 17% 6% 4% 5%

3. Professional
Development adequate 25% 36% 14% 6% 3% 16%

4. Calendar exceeds MA
Time in Learning
requirement

36% 33% 16% 2% 8% 5%

B. SSCS will be faithful to its charter by promoting a mutually respectful
culture and a responsive family partnership.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

No
Opinion

Don't
Know

1. Administration guides
communication 23% 57% 7% 5% 3% 5%

2. Weekly Update is
valuable 31% 38% 10% 5% 11% 5%

3. SSCS nurtures
respectful culture 28% 48% 11% 5% 6% 1%

4. SSCS is responsive 26% 43% 18% 6% 4%
3%

5. SSCS provides families
with opportunities for
governance and
volunteering

33% 52% 6% 3% 5% 1%

6. Governance bodies
meet regularly 30% 40% 12% 4% 9% 5%

7. Stable leadership 12% 32% 29% 17% 9%  1%

8. Respondent is satisfied
with own level of
involvement

20% 52% 10% 5% 9% 4%
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C. SSCS will continue to be a viable organization.
Strongly

Agree
Agree Disagree Strongly

Disagree
No

Opinion
Don't
Know

1. Democratic model 24% 46% 14% 5% 6% 5%

2. Adequate facilities 4% 39% 32% 19% 3%  3%

3. Administration
provides K-12 cohesion 10% 32% 22% 12% 10% 14%

4. Trustees are
strong/stable 4% 21% 33% 24% 8% 10%

Student Performance Goals

A. All students will work towards developing essential skills in imitative,
critical thinking, leadership, teamwork, and communication.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Disagree Strongly
Disagree

No
Opinion

Don't
Know

1. Projects develop
teamwork 37% 47% 8% 1% 7% 0

2. Projects provide
leadership
opportunities for
students

38% 46% 6% 2% 8% 0

3. Projects develop
communication skills
for students

47% 35% 8% 1% 9% 0

4. Projects provide
initiative opportunities
for students

35% 49% 6% 1% 6% 3%
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B. All students will master essential academic skills.
Strongly

Agree
Agree Disagree Strongly

Disagree
No

Opinion
Don't
Know

1. Exit Standards are
clear 29% 43% 8% 4% 8% 8%

2. Exit Standards are
consistently enforced 17% 47% 11% 6% 10% 9%

3. Exit standards are
clearly communicated 25%

35%
18% 9% 9% 4%

4. SSCS provides an
objective analysis of
student skills

24% 47% 11% 9% 6% 3%

5. SSCS provides a quality
curriculum 23% 47% 14% 3% 9% 4%

6. 18:1 Student/Teacher
ratio supports learning 40% 45% 3% 3% 6% 3%

7. Technology supports
student learning 21% 54% 8% 4% 10% 3%

8. Students are
encouraged to work at
highest potential

30% 42% 10% 5% 10% 3%

C. All students will demonstrate active engagement in their education.
Strongly

Agree
Agree Disagree Strongly

Disagree
No

Opinion
Don't
Know

1. Projects motivate
students to learn 27% 45% 13% 5% 6% 4%

2. Faculty diversifies
instruction 24% 56% 8% 5% 6% 1%

3. Student participation
in Community Service
is strong

25% 43% 15% 8% 6% 3%

4. Students have a voice
in governance 16% 44% 14% 14% 9% 3%
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2002/2003 SSCS School Calendar

August: 3 School Days, First day of school is Wednesday, August 28 for Students

September: 20 School Days, closed Monday, September 3 for Labor Day

October: 21 School Days, closed Friday, October 11 for Professional Development and
Monday, October 14 for Columbus Day

November: 17 School Days, closed Friday, November 8 for Professional Development and
Monday, November 11 for Veteran’s Day

December: 16 School Days, closed Tuesday, December 24- through Tuesday, December 31 for
Winter Break

January: 21 School Days, closed Wednesday, January 1 for New Year's Day and
Monday, January 13 for Martin Luther King Day

February: 15 School Days, closed Monday, February 17 through Friday, February 21
for February break

March: 20 School Days, closed Friday March 21 for Professional Development

April: 17 School Days, closed Monday, April 21 through Friday, April 25
for Spring Break

May: 21 School Days, closed Monday, May 26 for Memorial Day

June: 14 School Days, Last day scheduled for Friday, June 20 will be moved back to
Thursday, June 19 if no snow days

TOTAL of Six Professional Development Days during 2002/2003
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Reports, Plans and Policies Available

The following documents are public documents and are available for you to read at the
office at either the Primary School at 2 A Street in Hull (925-1689) or through the office
of the Secondary School at 120 Nantasket Avenue in Hull (925-2225). Many are posted
on the SSSCS web site (www.sscs.org) and available to download.

If you wish to obtain your own copy of any of these documents, please let our office
know and for a per page fee, they will supply copies to you.  We can also e-mail
documents to you, or if you supply a disk or CD, we will be happy to place the requested
file(s) on your disk or CD, at no charge.

• SSCS Code of Conduct

• SSCS By-Laws

• SSCS Personnel Policy

• Audited Financial Statement for Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2002
(when complete)
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Student/Parent Statement of Expectations

STUDENTS

1. I will be respectful, kind, play fair, take turns, and make people feel safe and included.

2. I will not lie, hurt the feelings of others, or intentionally harass them.

3. I will use a quiet voice and not disturb people who are working or learning.

4. I will use good manners, clean up after myself and others, participate positively in projects
and field trips.

5. I will work to learn as much as I can each day in school and complete my homework on
time.

6. I will not take or use any form of weapon, stolen item, alcohol, tobacco, or illegal drug to
SSCS, an SSCS field trip, or an SSCS event.

7. I will help others by doing the required hours of community service that help people who
are not my family outside of school time.

8. I will not hit, kick, haze, sexually harass, punch, throw things at, or hurt people.

9. I will honor the dress code.

10. I will not run inside.

11. I will not steal or damage SSCS computers or property, or the property of others.

PARENTS

1. I will reinforce and follow the above and review them periodically at home.

2. I will actively encourage my student to be cooperative, punctual, and ready to learn.

3. I will help my student establish a time and place for study, encourage his or her efforts,
review homework, and discuss what he/she is reading with him/her.

4. I will attend parent meetings, school events, and try to volunteer for/in the school
regularly.

5. I will review the exit standards and the behavior code with my child so that we completely
understand them and the consequences of not meeting them.

6. I will communicate and work positively with my child's advisor or pod teacher in a
respectful partnership to support my child's education.

7. I will support SSCS in the fair administration of consequences for my child's non-
adherence of the above.

We have read the above Statement of Expectations and agree to follow them. We realize that if
our student violates any of the expectations, he/she is subject to the SSCS disciplinary code.

Student Signature Parent Signature Date
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Governance Process

The Executive Director will implement necessary policies and operational procedures
within the budget and policies as approved by the Board of Trustees. These changes
shall be reported to the three constituencies (parents, students, and faculty) in the
weekly Executive Director’s UPDATE.

Recommendations against such changes or for other changes in operational procedure
or policy for one or both schools may also come from one of the three constituencies
following the established written “communication process” of that constituency as
formally established with the Board of Trustees.

A recommendation for change in operational procedures made by one or more of the
constituencies may be immediately implemented by a Head of School within a Level or
school when it: (1) does not change established SSCS policy, (2) does not create inequity
between the two schools, and (3) is not specifically opposed by one of the three
governance constituencies.

When there is disagreement among the three constituencies of a school or when a Head
of School disagrees with a proposed change, the proposal is brought to a School Council
in an effort to arrive at a compromise.

If a Council arrives at a compromise, the Head of School may or may not implement the
proposal within a school as long as it does not change established SSCS policy or create
inequity between the two schools. The action shall be communicated via the Executive
Director’s UPDATE to the three governance constituencies.

If the members of one or more of the constituencies of a school disagree with a Head of
School’s action, they may appeal it to the Executive Director who shall communicate his
decision via the UPDATE.

If one or more of the constituencies disagrees with the Executive Director’s decision,
they may, after hearing the reasons of the Executive Director, vote to hold an override
vote directly requesting action by the Board of Trustees. (The faculty constituency has
not currently established such an override vote with the Board of Trustees.) An override
of the Executive Director’s decision on an issue requires a 2/3 vote of all those voting
after all members of a constituency have been given one-page position papers developed
by a “champion” of each position being considered.

If an override of the Executive Director’s position is voted, then the Trustees will take
whatever action they view as appropriate and respond within 30 days of being informed
of the results of the override vote. The Board may request a similar vote from another
constituency or the other school within one month. Their response shall be posted in all
SSCS school buildings and printed in the Executive Director’s UPDATE and
immediately implemented in one or both schools by the administration. The Trustees’
response is final and cannot be appealed.
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Communication Process

 Level III-V Parents’ Communication Process

Child Centered Issues:

1. If the issue is not resolved with the teacher or teachers involved, parents should talk with
the student's Advisor or, if the issue involves discipline, the Level Coordinator. The
Advisor or Level Coordinator may organize a meeting of all parties involved and would
serve as a mediator. The parents may also request a meeting of all parties. (If a student has
a 766 Ed. Plan, the Special Education Coordinator will be included.)

2. If the parent does not feel satisfied after speaking with the Level Coordinator, the parents
should speak directly with the Headmaster. (If dissatisfied, the parent may appeal to the
Executive Director, then to the Trustees, then to the Department of Education.)

3. In the event that it is determined by any of the parties involved that the issue is in fact a
school policy issue (i.e., more than one child is affected) then the following process applies.

School Policy Issues:

1. If there is a problem at the school that involves school policies, existing or proposed, then
the parents involved should request the item be put on the agenda of the Secondary School
Parents Group.

2. After discussion at the Parents Group, possible avenues would be:

a. formation of a sub-committee to investigate, gather information and report back to
the group, or

b. put the issue in writing and call for a vote, or

c. drop the issue if no motion is passed and/or a sub-committee is deemed not
necessary.

3. The Parents Group will send their written voted proposal to the Headmaster, who can:

a. present the proposal to the faculty/staff, or

b. immediately institute the proposed change, or

c. pass the proposal on to the Secondary School Council.

4. If the proposal is passed on to the Secondary School Council, the proposal will be:

a. discussed by the Secondary School Council, and

b. voted on and passed in either its existing or an amended form or,

c. dismissed.

5. If the proposal is passed by the Secondary School Council, the Headmaster implements
action as she decides in consultation with the Executive Director most appropriate within
the policies, budget, and workplans as voted by the Board of Trustees, and this is reported
to the parents in the UPDATE.
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6. If a parents proposal is not passed by the Secondary School Council or if the Executive
Director does not implement the proposal, the Parents Group can vote to petition the
Board of Trustees. If approved by the Parents Group, the vote will be taken as follows:

By mail, with ballots mailed directly to each household, one vote for each household, and
will include a self-addressed envelope. The packet will include a one-page summary of
each point of view. These summaries will be written by a proponent of each side of the
issue. If the proposal passes by a 2/3 majority of respondents, the proposal will go directly
to the Board of Trustees for a final decision.

7. The Board of Trustees will respond in writing within 30 days of receipt.

 Level I and Level II Parents’ Communication Process

The South Shore Charter School wishes to involve parents in all aspects of the school and to
quickly resolve any issue that impacts a student or many students. The communication process
has been verbalized and confirmed by the Board of Trustees; however the full process has not
been summarized in writing until now.

Any comment, conflict, problem, or criticism should be shared quickly - without any elaborate
steps. The issue should be addressed directly to the appropriate person, committee, or to the
Parents Union. There may be times that an issue is raised in the Parents Union that has not been
first directed to the teacher or committee. The person raising the issue may be asked to do so
before the Union discusses the topic. This is meant in all fairness and to encourage direct
communication.

If the concern is about your child and not a schoolwide issue, then talk with your child's Pod
teacher. If the concern is level-wide or concerning the entire school(s), probably the best course
of action is to talk with your Level Coordinator (Ted Hirsch or Emily Hamilton) about who is the
appropriate staff person or committee chair to contact.

Most times, the concern or issue will be promptly resolved with that contact person. However,
there may be times when the parent does not get the answer or response that he/she desires.
This may be due to a variety of reasons (staff disagreement, funds, legal reasons, solitary view,
or established policy, etc.) If so, the "Parent Communication Process" outlined below should be
followed. Following this procedure does not necessarily mean that the parent will get the answer
or solution desired.

The system is designed to protect the majority of students and parents from changes that they
may not want, but that are raised by a vocal or active minority.

In the interests of ensuring access by all parents, the All Parents Union is establishing a network
of parent advocates among the parents of each pod. These advocates will be available to assist
any parent who feels uncomfortable about public speaking or confronting staff, expressing
themselves, or even one who simply does not have the time to do so. Each pod's parent
representative will inform the pod parents of the available Advocate(s) for the pod.
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The clarified SSCS Primary "Parent Communication Process" is as follows:

1. If this is an individual or single pod issue, speak with the pod teacher.

If this is a group/level/school issue, you may either talk first with your pod teacher or go to
your Level Coordinator who will refer you as appropriate.

Most problems are resolved at this point; if not...

2. If this is an individual or single pod issue, speak with the Level Coordinator.

If this is a group/level/school issue and you have not already talked with the Headmaster,
then do so.

3. If the parent's issue has not been adequately addressed by the previous steps, call or leave
a note for the Executive Director.

4. If the parent's issue has not been adequately addressed by the previous steps, it should be
raised at the All Parents Union meeting, which may also be the recommendation from the
Executive Director or Headmaster from the previous step.

5. At the Parents Union meeting, if other parents agree that this is an issue needing group
action then it will be communicated to the staff by a majority vote of the parents attending
the Parents Union meeting. Often, the staff may agree at the meeting and the issue is
resolved. If agreement is not immediate, then it will be provided to the staff, via the
Headmaster and/or Executive Director, in written form including the motion and the
voting numbers for, against, and abstaining.

6. If the staff agrees with the parent vote prior to the next School Council meeting, then the
joint decision is promptly implemented and reported upon in the UPDATE.

7. If the staff does not agree prior to the Council meeting, then the issue is discussed at the
Council meeting with the Headmaster and/or the Executive Director . It is then voted to
advise the Headmaster. The goal of a Council's discussion is to seek to balance parent,
student, and staff positions.

8. The Headmaster implements action as she decides in consultation with the Executive
Director most appropriate within the policies, budget, and workplans as voted by the
Board of Trustees, and this is reported to the parents in the UPDATE. The Council's parent
Co-Chair also advises the parents of the outcome at the next Parents Union meeting.

9. If the Primary Parent Union does not agree with the outcome, they may vote an
“override”.

10. An  “override” requires a 2/3 majority vote of respondents with all parents having the
opportunity to vote after having the opportunity to (1) read all sides each written by a
champion of that side, and (2) hear both sides presented equally by the proponents. An
"override" vote is done by all parents being mailed by SSCS a written ballot attached to the
written explanations, with several days to respond.

11. A successful “override” vote by the parents will result in either (1) an immediate approval
by the Executive Director, or (2) placement of the specific issue onto the agenda of the next
meeting of the Board of Trustees. The Trustees will respond in writing within 30 days of
receipt.

Under Massachusetts Law, individuals or groups may complain to a charter school’s
Board of Trustees concerning any claimed violation of the provisions of Chapter 71,
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Section 89.  The Board then has 30 days to resolve the problem. If, after presenting their
complaint to the Trustees and waiting the 30 days, the individuals or groups believe
their complaint has not been adequately addressed, they may submit their complaint to:

The Associate Commissioner of Charter Schools
Massachusetts Department of Education
Charter School Office
350 Main Street
Malden MA 02148-5023.
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Level III-V Students’ Communication Process on Policy Issues

1. If there is a problem at the school that involves school policy, existing or proposed, then the
Student(s) involved should request the item be put on the agenda of the Student(s) Pod.

2. After discussion at the Student Pod, possible avenues would be:

a. formation of a sub-committee to investigate, gather information and report back to the
group, or

b. put the issue in writing and call for a vote, or drop the issue if no motion is passed
and/or a sub-committee is deemed not necessary.

3. If the vote is passed then the written proposal goes to the Student Board of Directors were
they can within two meetings:

a. Table it to vote on it later and/or

b. form a subcommittee to investigate further or send it back to the pods for a vote, after
which the representatives will vote on the subject at the next board meeting.

4. The Student Board will send their written voted proposal to the Head of School, who can
within two weeks:

a. immediately institute the proposed change if it is not a Board Policy, or

b. pass the proposal on to the Secondary School Council.

5. If the proposal is passed on to the Secondary School Council, the proposal will be:

a. discussed at the next meeting of the Secondary School Council, and

b. voted on and passed in either its existing or an amended form or,

c. dismissed and the student representatives will inform the Student Board of Directors

6. If the proposal is passed by the Secondary School Council, the Head of School will report to
the Executive Director and he/she then makes a decision within two weeks as most
appropriate within the policies, budget and work plans voted by the Board of Trustees. The
Executive Director will report his/her recommendations or decisions in the UPDATE and to
the Board of Trustees.

7. If a student's proposal is not passed by the Secondary School Council or if the Executive
Director does not implement the proposal, the Student Board can vote to seek an override to
petition the Board of Trustees. If approved by the Student Board, the vote will be taken as
follows: Champions (may be student or adult) for each side of an issue will each write a
summary.

8. Then in each advisory pod, the summaries will be read and a vote will be taken and the
representative of each pod will tally the vote and give it to the Chairman of the Student
Board of Directors. If 2/3  of all of the students’ votes are for the ,

9. The Board of Trustees will consider the issue at their next meeting and then respond in
writing within 30 days of the meeting.
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Roles and Responsibilities
of the Board and the Administration

The Board of Trustees has the responsibility to…

• Govern the school(s)

• Operate the school in accordance with its charter.

• Define the mission of the school.

• Ensure that the school is complying with the entire local, state and federal laws and regulations.

• Develop bylaws, the document that governs the activities of the Board.

• Develop school policies and changes them when appropriate.
Note: Charter Schools must also develop policies addressing health services in accordance with state law

• Set policies that will foster a successful school.

• Identify the occasions when changes in policy are necessary.
(If it is a major change, BOT must seek approval from Board of Education).

• Determine the school’s curriculum.

• Determine the school’s code of conduct.

• Determine the school’s annual budget.

• Hire qualified personnel to manage the day-to-day operations.

• Formulate a long-range plan that ensures school’s continued stability.

• Submit the names of new members at least 60 days before the members are to begin serving. (p15
Blue Book) New member must wait for approval from the Department before serving

• Comply with Open Meeting Law.
If a BOT committee, however, is charged with making a decision that is the responsibility of the school
leader, rather than the BOT, that committee need not comply with the Open Meeting Law unless a quorum of
the BOT is present. p13 of the DOE’s draft “Blue Book”.

Individual Board Members have a requirement of “DUTY of CARE”…

Duty of care: The duty of care is a legal principle designed to hold individual Board members responsible
for the management of the organizations they serve.

• Attend Board meetings and participate actively

• Carefully consider every vote made as a Board member, using informed judgment and common
sense.

• Delegate responsibility to qualified staff while making sure, by monitoring and auditing, that the
staff implements the Board’s decisions as intended.

EXAMPLE: Delegating all control of the management of the school to a school director or educational
management organization violates Board member’s duty of care. Although the BOT can and should
delegate the day-to-day responsibilities of running the school, it must stay informed, continue to make
policy decisions, and oversee the management of any crisis situation that arise.
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Individual Board Members have the responsibility to

ensure that the school is…

• an academic success.

• a viable organization.

• faithful to the terms of its charter

review…

• review the school’s charter, accountability plan, budget, code of conduct, financial
reports, contracts, leases, loan agreements, curriculum and other significant
documents.

review…

• make sure that the Board as a whole makes sure that the school is in compliance with
the law.

be diligent…

• about fulfilling their Board responsibilities and make decisions carefully, based upon
full and complete information.

Individual Board Members are required to disclose financial interests…

Disclosure of financial interests: New Board members and former Board members who
have served on the Board for at least 30 days during any calendar year must file disclosure
forms. Board members must file their disclosure before September 1 each year; new Board
members must file a disclosure within 30 days of becoming a Board member.

Individual Board Members must comply with conflict of interest laws…

State conflict of interest law restricts Board members from voting on matters affecting
their financial interest and limits the circumstances under which they can receive anything
“of value” because of their official position.

In general, charter schools must provide any record, including data files, letters,
memoranda or other documentary materials made or received by an officer or employee
of the school, to any member of the public who request it. The law lists specific
exemptions that protect the confidentiality of certain records.
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Responsibilities of the BOT and Administrators

School staff members and BOT members share the responsibility for submitting
this information to the DOE and elsewhere as required by the DOE, state,
federal, and local regulations.

• Plan to disseminate information about the school, its programs, etc…

• Audit (annually – January 1st)

• Enrollment report (annually –March 15th))

• Annual report (annually – August 1st)

• Bylaws

• Code of Conduct

• Enrollment Policy: (Typically, the BOT works with the administration to develop the
specific procedures for the lottery and ensures that the procedure is in compliance
with applicable laws).

• Certificate(s) of Occupancy

• Develop appropriate policies and procedures regarding the employment of teachers
and staff. These policies should be communicated to all teachers and staff in a
handbook.

Responsibilities of SSCS’s Administration include…
• Issues that are primarily financial in nature, such as the student transportation and

advance certification of quarterly charter school payments.

• Issues relating to the administration of programs for student support, such as health
and nutrition.

• Federal & State Grants

• Managing the school calendar per Federal, State, local, and SSCS policies

• Developing, maintaining, and updating student conduct records.

• Issues relating to academic programs, including but not limited to special education
and services for students with limited English proficiency.

• Department oversight in specific program areas (PQA).

• Reporting Child Abuse

• Legal Custody Issues

• School’s involvement with religion

• Safety issues

• Student attendance

• MCAS and other testing requirements

• Purchasing

In general, charter schools must provide any record, including data files, letters, memoranda or
other documentary materials made or received by an officer or employee of the school, to any
member of the public who request it. The law lists specific exemptions that protect the confidentiality
of certain records.  Each charter school must develop policies addressing health services in
accordance with state law.  State law requires all public schools, including charter schools, to make
lunches available to students.
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Terms and Responsibilities

Mission Board of Trustees
Goal is for it to be via our communications
and involvement processes however
sometimes change and decision is simply a
Board member’s judgment of meeting their
duty of care and fiduciary responsibilities

Policies Laws Regulations Board of Trustees

Goal is for it to be via our communications
and involvement processes however
sometimes change and decision is simply a
Board member’s judgment of meeting their
duty of care and fiduciary responsibilities

Standards Procedures Requirements Administration

Sometimes via process, sometimes part of
their employment and regular operations –
depends on issue

Rules Guidelines Expectations Teachers

Sometimes via process, sometimes part of
their employment and regular operations –
depends on issue


